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Editorial Foreword
to the Special Edition on the Occasion of CONFENIS’2009
A decade ago those John von Neumann Computer Society members, who are involved
in business information science and practice have founded a special professional Community Forum. The Scientific and Educational Forum on Business Information Systems
(SEFBIS) gathers up the professionals from the academic and the business and it has
become increasingly popular in the last years. As Hungary is a member state of the
European Union whose key vision is the information and knowledge management, so the
scientific and educational cooperation turned more and more important.
The committed leaders of SEFBIS take the responsibility of collaborating with professionals in realizing the knowledge based society, and do the best to provide worldwide
access to and interchange of information. After some successful national and international conferences (OGIK
and ISBIS) the participants expressed their need for an international publication possibility and the idea of publishing a professional journal was realized. The initiative is supported by the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP). The formal chairman of the TC8 (Technical Committee on Information Systems),
Dewald ROODE emphasized that only the nationwide activity of the specialists manifested by meetings, conferences and publications of a high standard can realize the international goals.
The Enterprise Information Systems International Conference on Research and Practical Issues of EIS
(CONFENIS) is a primary international event of the IFIP TC8 Working Group 8.9 (Enterprise Information Systems). This program provides an opportunity for academicians and practitioners throughout the world to gather,
exchange ideas, and present original research in the field of enterprise information systems. It is our great
pleasure that the CONFENIS’2009 Conference sponsoring mainly by the IFIP, TC8 and WG 8.9, can be hosted
by the John von Neumann Computer Society (NJSZT) and locally organized by the Szechenyi Istvan University
(SZE) and the SEFBIS Community.
On the occasion of organizing the CONFENIS’2009 in Hungary we publish a special edition of the SEFBIS
Journal with the papers of keynote speakers and some other excellent authors. The articles deal with different
approaches of Enterprise Information Systems, so this volume provides comprehensive coverage of various
ERP topics, and gives a wide overview about the issues and results of ERPs with reflections of internationally
acknowledged scientists and experts in this field.
Concluding with my sincere greeting to the Readers I whish to obtain new ideas, concepts, to know new effective
business solutions and research results from all over the world!

Editor in Chief
IFIP Honorary Secretary; professor at Széchenyi István University
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Effective business intelligence (BI) is essential for companies in today’s business environment. However
companies utilizing BI in a variety of ways to maximize its potential. Authors have developed maturity models to
map BI usage and potential. This research evaluates the applicability of different BI maturity models to Australian
companies.

Introduction
Companies today have all come to realize the importance of providing accurate, relevant and timely
information— information that allows their organizational personnel to engage in effective decisionmaking practices. Aristotle Onassis, the famous
Greek shipping tycoon once commented that “the
secret of business is to know something that nobody else knows” (cited Lorange, 2001 p.32). Evans and Wurster (1997, p.72) in their paper on Information Economics stated that “… information is
the glue that holds business together”. Clearly, the
consequences of treating information as a strategic
resource and corporate investment can result in
companies gaining industry-wide advantages that
are reflected through increased reputation and
profitability (Loshin, 2003, p. 11).
Companies have developed and implemented
systems to facilitate the collection, processing and
dissemination of information. One such system,
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, has
enabled companies to gain efficiencies in their business processes and associated transactions
through the high degree of integration of their
company-wide business processes and associated
data (Davenport et al, 2003). ERP systems are an
essential element of the corporate information
systems infrastructure allowing a business to be
competitive in today’s world, as well as providing
foundation for future growth (Chou et al, 2005). A
survey of 800 top US companies showed that ERP
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systems accounted for 43% of their information technology budgets (Somers and Nelson, 2001). The
ARC Advisory Group (2006) estimated that the
worldwide market for ERP systems was $USD16.67
billion in 2005 and is forecasted to surpass $USD21
billion in 2010.
Accentors interviewed 163 executives from large
enterprises around the world to identify how companies were using ERP systems to improve business performance and the specific practices that
resulted in sustained value creation (Davenport et al,
2003). They found that the implementation of an
enterprise-wide information system resulted in
sustained value creation however; some corporations realized far more comparable benefits than
others. A more extensive follow up study in 2006
involving 450 executives from 370 companies
identified the factors that drove value from their
ERP system, as well how companies used these
systems to enhance competitiveness and differentiation (Harris and Davenport, 2006). One of the key
findings from this study was that improved decision-making was the most sought out and realized
benefit. Related to this finding was that the top
performing companies aggressively used information and analytics to improve decision-making.
Gartner, a leading business analyst firm, who conducted a worldwide survey of 1,500 Chief Information Officers and identified Business Intelligence (BI)
as the number one technology priority for companies, second to ERP systems (Gartner, 2008), supports these findings. In a Cutter Consortium Report
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(2003), a survey of 142 companies found that 70%
of the respondents had implemented data warehousing and BI initiatives. This is reflected in the
forecasted BI vendor revenue expected to be $7.7
billion by 2012 (Sommer, 2008).
This increased expenditure on BI reflects the
level of impact these systems can have on a company’s performance. IDC, another technology analyst firm, found in a survey of 62 companies that
there was an average a 401 percent ROI over a
three year period (IDC, 1996). The Data Warehousing Institute (TDWI, 2005) identified that the
use of BI in a number of organizations such as
Hewlett Packard and the US Army had a significantly positive impact on their performance. Hewlett Packard found in 2004 that due to their BI initiative, the value of worker productivity increased by
approximately USD$10.6 million, whilst the company’s reporting costs being reduced by some
$8.6million. The US Army NGIC found that as a
result of their BI implementation, 10 trained analysts
could complete as much work as 200 traditional
analysts. In another example of the value of BI,
Harrah’s, a major hotel and casino owner in America, believe that BI contributed to their improvement
in performance and $235 million profit in 2002.
Harrah’s spent $10 million to build a 30 terabyte data
warehouse (Lyons, 2004) and used BI to better understand their customers and their gambling habits
(Williams and Williams, 2006). The IDC group collected data from forty-three companies in North
America and Europe that had implemented a BI and
found that twenty companies achieved a ROI of less
than 100 percent; fifteen achieved an ROI between
101 and 1000 percent, whilst eight achieved an ROI
greater than 1000 percent (Morris, 2003).

Management (KM), Data Mining (DM), Collaborative Systems (CS), Corporate Performance Management (CPM), Knowledge Discovery (KD) and
Analytics, with the term Business Intelligence (BI)
tending to be used to encompass all (Gibson et al,
2004; Gray, 2003; Olszak and Ziemba, 2007).
Gray (2003) believes that BI is not a new technology
but an evolution of previous systems used to support decision making.
Some researchers (Vitt et al, 2002) consider the
actual term “business intelligence” to be relatively
new with Howard Dresner, from the Business Intelligence vendor Hyperion, claiming ownership of the
term (Smalltree, 2006). However, Luhn (1958 p.314)
used the term more than 50 years ago when explaining his dissemination of information technique.
Although it is possible to narrow down the origin of
the term, a common definition is more elusive. Vitt
et al (2002, p.13) refer to BI as “an approach to
management that allows an organization to define
what information is useful and relevant to its corporate decision making.” Howson (2007, p. 2) defined BI as allowing …“ people at all levels of an
organization to access, interact with, and analyze
data to manage the business, improve performance,
discover opportunities, and operate efficiently”.
These definitions appear to ignore the role IT plays
in BI. Golfarelli et al (2004, p.1) defines BI “as information systems which processes data into information and then into knowledge to facilitate decision making”. Loshin (2003, p.4) believes that it is
“a set of tools and methodologies designed to exploit actionable knowledge discovered from the
company’s information assets”.

What is Business Intelligence?

Similar to ERP systems, researchers have identified
that companies utilize BI in a different ways, with
varying levels of success. hese researchers have
attempted to map BI usage and benefits through
maturity models (Watson et al, 2001; McDonald,
2004; Hamer, 2005; Eckerson, 2007, ASUG, 2007;
Hewlett Packard, 2007). The purpose of these models is to provide companies with a roadmap to improve the management of their corporate data, as
well as maximize the benefits obtained from BI.

The desire by companies to collect, store and analyse data to support organisational decision making
activities, coupled with the availability of appropriate
computing technology has resulted in the evolution
of existing IT systems and the emergence of new
powerful analytical solutions. These included Decision Support System (DSS), Executive Information
System (EIS), Data Warehousing (DW), Knowledge
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What is the best that can happen?
What will happen next?
What if these trends continue?
What is this happening?
What actions are needed?
Where is the problem exactly?
How many, how often, where?
What happened?
Degree of Intelligence

Analytics

Optimization
Predictive modeling
Forecasting
Statistical Analysis
Alerts
Query Drilldown
Ad Hoc Reports
Stand Alone Reports

company’s performance. The model classifies BI
usage as per purpose of the output. Eckerson (2007)
proposed a six-stage model; Prenatal, Infant, Child,
Teenager, Adult, and Sage that is based on; Executive perception, Analytical Tool, Architecture,
and Scope (see Table 2-1).

Access and
Reporting

Competitive Advantage

Each BI maturity model identifies distinct stages
associated with a company’s BI progress and growth.
However, each model utilizes different factors to
identify the different stages. Davenport and Harris
(2007) created a model (see Figure 2-1) to assist
companies to understand the role of Analytics within
BI and the impact each stage would have on the

Figure 2-1. Business Intelligence and Analytics (Davenport and Harris, 2007)
Table 2-1. Eckerson (2007) six-stage model of BI growth
Stage
Executive
Perception
Analytical
Tool
Architecture
Scope

1 Prenatal
Cost Centre
Reporting
Static Reports

2 Infant
Inform
Executives
Spreadsheets

Operational
reports
Systems

Spreadsmarts

3 Child
Knowledge
Worker
OLAP/Ad Hoc
Reports
Data Marts

Individuals

Department

The Americas SAP User Group (ASUG) developed
a series of benchmarking studies for its members
that related to BI, allowing the details about a
company’s implementation and usage of Business
Intelligence to be collected. These details were
compared to details from other companies as well
as industry standards, allowing a range of BI
benchmarks to be created. Part of the benchmarking derivation process as the mapping of
companies to a maturity model. The ASUG Business Intelligence Maturity Model (see Table 2-2)
allows BI maturity to be classified into the stages of
Application Architecture, Standards and Processes,
Governance, and Information and Analytics.

4

4 Teenager
Monitor Business Prosses
Dashboards
Scorecards
Data Warehouses
Division

5 Adult
Drive The
Business
Predictive
Analytics
Enterprise
DW
Enterprise

6 Sage
Drive The Market
Customer BI
Embedded BI
Analytical Services
Inter-Enterprise

Generally maturity models are designed to provide
a roadmap for companies to move forward and
maximize the benefits of their BI initiatives. A review
of literature indicates that a number of companies
often fail to realize expected benefits of BI and
sometimes consider the project to be a failure in
itself (Chenoweth et. al., 2006; Hwang et al., 2004;
Johnson, 2004; Arte 2003; Adelman and Moss
2002). Gartner predicted that more than half of the
Global 2000 enterprises would fail to realize the
capabilities of BI and would lose market share to the
companies that did (Dresner et al, 2002). A survey
of 142 companies found that 41 percent of the respondents had experienced at least one BI project
failure and only 15 percent of respondents believed
SEFBIS Journal 2009. No.4.
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that their BI initiative was a major success (Cutter
Consortium Report, 2003). Moss and Atre (2003)
indicated that 60% of BI projects failed due to poor
planning, poor project management, undelivered
business requirements, or of those that were deliv-

ered, many were of poor quality. A number of authors believe that in many BI projects the information that is generated is inaccurate or irrelevant to
the user’s needs or indeed, delivered too late to be
useful (Ballou and Tayi, 1999; Strong et al., 1997).

Table 2-2. The ASUG (2007) Business Intelligence Maturity Model
Stage
Information and
Analytics
Governance
Standards and
processes
Application
Architecture

1 Information
Dictatorship
Requirements are
driven from a limited
executive group
IT driven BI

2Information
Anarchy
KPI’s and analytics are
identified, but not well
used
Business driven BI
evolving
Do not exist or are not Evolving effort to foruniform
malise
BI “silos” for each
Some shared BI apbusiness unit
plications

The three identified BI maturity models have similarities but there are also significant differences. They
indicate maturity through a variety of factors. It would
be expected that if the models were a true indication
of BI maturity then there would be a relationship
between the stages of each of the models. In addition, in terms of the applicability of these models,
they are designed in such a way that companies can
easily identify which stage applies to their BI practices? The increased adoption and usage of BI requires research into the various maturity models and
their applicability.

Research Methodology
The primary objective of the research was to survey
a range of information system professionals and
seek responses to how they perceived the maturity
of their company’s business intelligence initiative. In
addition, more specific research questions considered include:
– What is the Business Intelligence maturity of the
Australian companies?
– Is there a relationship between the stages in the
different models?
– Can companies easily use these maturity models to classify their BI usage?
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3 Information
Democracy
KPI’s and analytics are
identified and effectively used
BI Competency Centre
developing
Exist and are not uniform
Consolidating and upgrading

4 Information
Collaboration
KPI’s and analytics are
used to manage the full
value chain
Enterprise wide BI
governance
Uniform, followed and
audited
Robust and flexible BI
architecture

In order to study the maturity of business intelligence
usage in Australia we used the ASUG (2007), Eckerson (2007) and Davenport and Harris (2007) BI
maturity models. Each of these models viewed BI
maturity from different perspectives. A survey was
developed where respondents were asked to identify which stage of each model best described, or
corresponded to their company’s BI usage. The
survey was distributed to attendees at a user group
conference who were attending a BI presentation.
The attendees at the user group conference represented employees of companies, which are members of the SAP Australian User Group (SAUG). The
SAUG has approximately 300 corporate members
which are representative of many of Australia’s
leading companies. SAP is the leading vendor of
ERP systems in Australia with approximately 70%
of the market (McBride 2003) and the user group is
representative of approximately 65% of the SAP
customer base.
As part of the SAUG membership each company
is eligible to send employees to SAUG events. The
user-group conference used to source potential respondents consisted of 15 sessions and 3 keynotes
covering a range of SAP related topics. These sessions are arranged in 3 concurrent streams. One of
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the sessions included 2 BI presentations. The session had 34 attendees. There were 180 attendees
registered for the SAUG event.
The survey was distributed before the presentations commenced and a brief explanation was provided. The surveys were collected as attendees left
the session providing 28 completed surveys representing a response rate of 82%.

Results – Discussion
Demographics was collected to provide background
information on the respondent companies and included data on business activity (services, manufacturing, etc) and company size as measured by
annual revenue. In terms of company size 66% had
revenues of greater than $1 billion and 30% had
revenues of between $750 million and $1 billion. he
remainder of the sample had revenues of less than
$250 million. Most of the respondents were from
companies whose main business activities were
mining, consumer products or public sector. This is
consistent with previously reported demographics
of the SAP customer base in Australia (Stein and
Hawking, 2002).
An analysis of the results revealed that many
respondents struggled to classify their BI usage
entirely in one stage of each model. The ASUG
model faired the best with 50% of respondents able
to select a single stage to best describe their usage
with the initial stages of the model (Information
Dictatorship and Information Anarchy) being the
stages predominantly selected. Thirty two percent
of the respondents selected a single stage in the
Eckerson (2007) model; however, these selections
were spread across the model. Arguably, the Davenport and Harris (2007) model was not designed to
classify companies into a single stage in that it is
identified with the output or purpose of reporting
practices. The majority of respondents (60%) selected Query/drill down (Where exactly is the
problem?) to best describe their BI usage. However,
35% of the respondents selected more than one
category for BI usage. This would be a reasonable
expectation as companies would have a range of BI
usage depending on the users and the types of
decisions they are responsible for.
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As many of the respondents felt that a single
stage did not reflect their degree of BI usage or level
of adoption hence, to better understand the results
for each model, the frequency of each stage was
calculated. Table 2-3. includes the frequency for the
ASUG (2007) model and Table 2-4. the Eckerson
(2007) model. The results associated with the ASUG
model reveals that this set of Australian companies
suggest that the key performance and the impact
these have on their BI practices vary. However an
important initial step in BI is the identification of
appropriate KPI’s. This is reinforced by 57% of the
respondents indicating that BI usage is being driven
by the business rather than IT. In addition 68% of
respondents indicated that standards and processes associated with BI usage are evolving or
already exist. However, these are yet to be consistent throughout the company. Finally, the BI solutions are being rationalized in terms of sharing
solutions or consolidation.
The different response frequencies encountered in
the Eckerson (2007) model were not as pronounced
as those found with the ASUG (2007) model. The
Eckerson (2007) model indicates that the majority of
users are knowledge workers using OLAP/Ad Hoc
reporting. A relatively high proportion of respondents
indicated that they had implemented a data warehouse. The architecture focus of the model might
have been a little confusing for respondents given
that in terms of architecture there is a reference to
operational reports. Arguably, operational reports do
not reflect architecture but rather a reporting purpose
and it would not be unreasonable to expect that the
respondent companies were users of SAP BI. Accordingly, they would be users of a data warehouse
and OLAP technology. It was expected from our
experiences that very few companies were using
predictive analytics. A previous analysis of more than
10,000 industry presentations revealed that no
companies were involved in data mining or associated practices. To determine the BI maturity of Australian companies the frequency of characteristics was
used. Information Anarchy is clearly identified in the
ASUG (2007) model however; it is difficult to gauge
the BI maturity stage with the Eckerson (2007) model.
Table 2-5 is a consolidation of the most select characteristics for each stage from both models and it is
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proposed that this tends to provide a more realistic
view of Australian BI maturity–arguably, this consolidation approach draws on the strengths of both models. The grouping of the most selected features in the
various stages of the ASUG (2007), Eckerson (2007)
models suggest that the governance stage is the most

common area of BI maturity that Australian companies group themselves. Collectively these nine areas
of BI maturity can be viewed as those areas in which
these companies have chosen to concentrate their
resources and actions in order to advance BI in the
firm.

Table 2-3. BI usage mapped to the ASUG model
Stage
Information and
Analytics
Governance
Standards and
processes
Application Architecture

1 Information
Dictatorship
Requirements are
driven from a limited
executive group (7)
IT driven BI (6)

2 Information
Anarchy
KPI’s and analytics
are identified, but
not well used (11)
Business driven BI
evolving (16)

3 Information
Democracy
KPI’s and analytics
are identified and
effectively used (6)
BI Competency Centre developing (2)

Do not exist or are not
uniform (5)
BI “silos” for each
business unit (4)
(22)

Evolving effort to
formalize (9)
Some shared BI
applications (9)
(45)

Exist and are not uniform (10)
Consolidating and
upgrading (9)
(27)

4 Information
Collaboration
KPI’s and analytics are
used to manage the full
value chain (3)
Enterprise wide BI governance with business
leadership (3)
Uniform, followed and
audited (3)
Robust & flexible BI architecture (4)
(13)

Table 2-4. BI usage mapped to the Eckerson (2007) model
Stage
Executive
Perception

1 Prenatal
Cost Centre
Reporting (6)

2 Infant
Inform
Executives (5)

Analytical
Tool

Static Reports
(3)

Spreadsheets
(8)

Architecture Operational
reports (6)
Scope
Systems (3)
(18)

Spreadmarts
(3)
Individuals (4)
(20)

3 Child
Empower
Knowledge
Worker (11)
OLAP/ Ad Hoc
Reports (13)

4 Teenager
Monitor Business Processes (2)
Dashboards
Scorecards (2)

5 Adult
Drive The
Business (2)

6 Sage
Drive The
Market (2)

Predictive
Analytics (0)

Data Marts (2)

Data Warehouses (6)
Division (4)

Enterprise DW
(7)
Enterprise (13)

(14)

(29)

Customer BI,
Embedded BI
(2)
Analytical Services (4)
Inter-Enterprise (2)
(10)

Department
(2)
(28)

Conclusion
BI is a priority for many companies however similar
to there technologies there are early adopters and
laggards. A number of maturity models have been
developed identify usage and provide a roadmap for
companies to maximize the benefits from their BI
initiatives. The models used in this study indicated
that there are a range of factors that can be used to
characterize BI usage. Respondents found it diffi-
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cult to classify their usage into any one stage within
a model. However this problem was less pronounced with the ASUG (2007) model. The simple
statements, without explanations, contained in each
model could easily contribute to misinterpretation by
respondents. These models are probably better
suited for a specialist to observe the companies and
then determine which stage best characterizes the
BI usage.
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Table 2-5. Common BI usage mapped to the [ASUG (2007) & Eckerson (2007) Models
Stage

Description (N)

Governance [ASUG Model]
Analytical Tool [Eckerson Model]
Scope [Eckerson Model]
Information and Analytics [ASUG Model]
Executive Perception [Eckerson Model]
Standards and processes [ASUG Model]
Application Architecture [ASUG Model]
Application Architecture [ASUG Model]
Architecture [Eckerson Model]

Business driven BI evolving (16)
OLAP/Ad Hoc Reports (13)
Enterprise (13)
KPI’s and analytics are identified, but not well used (11)
Empower Knowledge Worker (11)
Exist and are not uniform (10)
Some shared BI applications (9)
Consolidating and upgrading (9)
Enterprise DW (7)
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Historically Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems have been developed in a waterfall-like approach, which
has been resulting in that when they are finally deployed in the adopter organization often ends with misalignment
problems between its delivered functionalities and the business requirements the organization would like to have
supported. The way for organizations to deal with the problem of misalignment is to customize the ERP system to a
high extent. However, the proposals for minimizing misalignment problems are mostly focused on the same traditional, heavyweight waterfall-like approaches, therefore creating a loop where requirements are identified long
before they are implemented, going back to misalignment problem. On the other side, the last decade has witnessed the rise and growth of agile methods, which have both close communication and fast response to changes
among their main values. This paper aims to provide a mapping between the main agile methods and ERP development processes, as well as to present and discuss directions and limitations to this approach.
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Introduction
The ERP environment faces constant changes and
reassessment of organizational processes and
technology, therefore project management methods
used within ERP deployment must provide adaptability and agility to support this evolutionary environment in which ERP customization takes place.
Alleman (2002) and Meszaros and Aston (2007)
agree that the application of scientific management
–here represented by “high-ceremony” or document-driven processes– is understandable in many
ERP deployment cases since many target companies has a tradition in engineering and business that
make them think in terms of waterfall development
processes. However, Alleman (2002) alerts that “the
use of predictive strategies in this environment is
inappropriate as well as ineffective since they do not
address the emergent and sometimes chaotic behaviors of the market place, the stakeholders, and
the vendors’ offerings.”
In the context of ERP customization, a well-known problem is the misalignment or misfit between
the ERP functionalities and the business requirements (Soh et al., 2000). It can be claimed that this
problem is caused mainly by communication bottlenecks and difficulties on responding to changes on
requirements (Johansson & Carvalho, 2009). Traditionally, heavyweight waterfall-like approaches are
applied to try to minimize the misalignment problem,
with results that are still unsatisfactory. On the other
side, during recent years we have witnessed the rise
and adoption of agile methods, having both close
communication and fast response to changes among
their main values. This paper maps some of the main
agile methods to ERP development and presents
some limitations and future directions on agile
methods as an approach for ERP development.

Agile Methods – ERP Development
Johansson and Carvalho (2009) suggest that the
misalignment problem is related to requirements
management processes used in ERP development.
In fact, communication between business people
and development teams to a high extent occurs in a
waterfall-like approach, which creates a bureaucratic environment where communication is done by
10

documents and not directly between people. Besides that, the ever-changing globalized business
environment makes requirement changes could be
seen as “natural” events. Therefore, it is necessary
to have a development process that simultaneously
enhances communication between ERP stakeholders and copes with changes. Another angle of
this problem is that information systems, such as
ERPs, deliver too much functionality, which overload users with information. The information overload results in that even if the system contains
needed functionality, user may not know about it
and have a hard time to find as well as understand
how to use the specific functionality. This indicates
that instead of talking about misalignment a better
way of describing what is needed could be synchronization between stakeholders, or more specifically, business synchronization. From this it can
be said that a focus on business synchronization in
the form of describing how ERPs as well as organizations could be developed in tandem would be
fruitful. This implies that a focus on how to achieve
efficient communication between developers and
users, and fast response to change is needed.
A way of both achieving an efficient communication and fast response to change is to deliver
software in small and frequent increments, as advocated by agile software development methods.
Agile methods can be said are a reflection of Lean
Manufacturing techniques in the software engineering realm. Sutton (1996) pointed out that Lean
can be a good middle ground between craft development and “software factories”, stating that use
of lean techniques lead to both quality improvement
and cost reduction. Later, Raman (1998) argued
that lean software development is a feasible methodology for software development. It is important to
note that the term “Lean Development” (LD) is becoming more used nowadays, however the authors
understand, in concordance to Fowler (2008), that
agile methods are conceptually aligned to Lean
Manufacturing and adopt a series of its concepts.
Agile methods are well accepted in general by the
software development community, however, there is
no evidence that they are in use in the ERP development community.
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Agile development is a generic label for all methodologies based on Agile Manifesto values (Beck et
al., 2001). This manifest is a document recognizing
four values and twelve principles that basically
points out: close collaboration and proximity between the development team and the stakeholders;
recognizing requirement changes as results of
learning and opportunities to achieve competitive
advantage for the organization; the search for simplicity and elimination of unnecessary documentation and processes; emphasizing people rather than
processes; and establishment of delivering business value to the stakeholders as the ultimate goal
and the ultimate measure of progress.
Fowler (2005) lists two fundamental differences
between agile and traditional methods to software
development. First, agile methods are adaptive
rather than predictive. While predictive methods see
change as a problem to be avoided and an undesirable and costly deviation from the plan, adaptive
methods embrace change as an opportunity for improvement. Second, agile methods are people-oriented, not process-oriented. In the agile view, processes are intended to support people's work rather
than to be strictly followed. This leads to recognizing
software developers as self-organizing “responsible
professionals” and not as disposable and interchangeable “plug compatible programming units”.
Unlike traditional methods, agile methods do not
make comprehensive up-front planning. From an
agile point of view, planning is a “constant process
of reevaluation and course-correction throughout
the lifecycle of the project” (Beck and Fowler, 2000).
Development is a learning process, an exercise in
discovery (Poppendieck and Poppendieck, 2003),
and constant planning is the key point for achieving
a process that accommodates learning. However, it
is impossible to improve learning if the development
team has few or no contact with stakeholders, which
are the ultimate requirements specification producers. In fact, agile methods recognize that developers and stakeholders must have close cooperation,
so development activities are based on concrete
feedback rather than speculation.
Agile methods use short iterations, which means
that in short periods of time, working software is
released so that the stakeholders can check if the
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

implemented software is exactly what they need. For
each iteration is allocated a small number of features,
which are implemented by the team within the iteration. The iterations must be as short as possible. This
means that the software is delivered into frequent
and small increments. This technique is common to
all iterative and incremental lifecycles, and is used to
cope with not well established or instable requirements. In that way, it is possible for both developers
and users to explore incrementally the requirements
and the way the software is built, allowing a better
adherence to the users’ demands. Furthermore,
smaller increments and shorter iterations, faster
feedback cycles, leads to a very fine granularity
project control and allows rapid correction of deviations from business needs (Martin, 1999). In the
same way, the requirements elicitation process
should also be incremental. The features are not
detailed at the beginning of the project, but only a
list of features is initially extracted. In this context,
each item from this list is not a requirement, but a
record of its existence, a commitment for future
conversation (Jeffries et al., 2000). The details
about a feature are only analyzed in depth within the
iteration which the feature is allocated.
Currently, the most widely adopted agile methods
are Scrum (Schwaber, 2004) and Extreme Programming (Beck, 1999; Beck and Andres, 2004). Scrum is
a management-centered approach characterized by
time-boxed iterations called sprints, project tracking
by feature lists called backlogs, diary meetings and
iteration periodic retrospectives for continuous improvement. Scrum do not prescribe engineering
practices, the team must choose the techniques that
best adapt to its environment. Extreme Programming
(XP) is an approach that strongly supports the development team at the engineering point of view. XP
is built around a set of values, principles and practices.
The values are the philosophical background, the
practices are the concrete expressions of the values
and principles are guidelines to translate the values
into practices. XP's practices focus on very small iterations (1-2 weeks), all-time peer review, test-first
programming, refactoring, emergent design and continuous integration. In the real world, several teams
use both Scrum for project management and XP for
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engineering issues (Kniberg, 2007), though XP itself
also covers management, planning and so on. In the
next section the main agile-related practices are
discussed in relation to ERP development. It is important to note that some of them are directly related
to agile methods, while others were embraced by
these methods. Since the distinction of techniques’
origins is not in the scope of this paper, they are
treated equally in this text.

Mapping Agile Methods to ERPs
In this section the mapping of the main agile practices to the ERP realm is done, by presenting their
principles and suggesting how they can be used in
this specific environment.

Iterative and Incremental Development
Developing an ERP incrementally conflicts with the
common sense in the Enterprise Information Systems community of the necessity of modeling the
organization’s processes, manufacturing resources
and structure, as suggested by Vernadat (2002) and
Shen et al (2004), in advance to the system development. In fact, modeling beforehand is necessary
to, among other things, to identify possible process
improvements and integration points, however, this
creates a waterfall-like development process, bringing all the well known problems related to this kind of
process.
Therefore, one question to be solved when using
agile methods (or any iterative incremental lifecycle
in general) for developing ERPs, is how to both
achieve (a) incremental requirements elicitation and
(b) light rework due to late process integration identification. This second situation, which occurs when,
during the system development, a given business
process is implemented into the software without
identifying all its connections with other process, or
even as it was a standalone process – a natural
situation in a process where the requirements are
identified incrementally. Thus, what happens in later
iterations, when requirements are better understood,
is the realization that this requirement needs to be
integrated to other requirements, leading to changes
in code and consequent rework.
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This situation can be described as the “Late Integration Problem”, which will occur every time the
whole business process modeling not is done before the actual development of the system takes
place. Moreover, this problem can be generalized to
how to cope with constant changes in business
processes, without incurring in excessive rework.
The answer to this problem is that the ERP development framework must provide fast and flexible
process integration – preferably through configuration instead of coding, so that integration points
identified late not will demand heavy rework. In that
way it is possible to rapidly reconfigure and integrate business processes so that both incremental
requirements elicitation and changes in requirements are dealt with. For achieving this, the framework must provide ways to rapidly connect business
process while keeping louse coupling, enabling the
automatic –or configurable– creation of proper calling chains, GUI navigation, and information passing
between processes. With these features, it is possible to identify late integration points and rapidly
provide integration among processes.

Ubiquitous Language
The concept of ubiquitous language is very important for communication, feedback and close collaboration between a customers and developers
(Evans, 2004). When communication between customer and the development team uses less documents and textual specifications and goes more too
face-to-face dialogue and learning, there is a need
for an effective shared language between those
groups. The ubiquitous language is a common language, covering the entire communication chain
from customer and business analysis to the team’s
internal conversations and coding. The ubiquitous
language reflects and provides feedback about the
domain and must be exercised all the time in all
communication tasks. This language does not
necessarily uses the exact customer jargon, but an
unambiguous and contradiction-free version of the
domain knowledge. A ubiquitous language is not
built in a single step, but it is iteratively refined and
improved.
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According to Evans (2004), the model has to be
used “as a backbone of a language”, so “a change
in the ubiquitous language is a change to the
model”. Creating a ubiquitous language is extremely important for making communication between developers and users more effective. How
this can be done in the ERP system case to a high
extent depends on the ERP business model. Grudin
(1991) describes this problem by identifying when
and how the users are identified in the development
process. He distinguishes between three different
development situations: competitively bid/contract
development, product development, and in-house/
custom development. The difference between these
three is that, when it comes to when users are
identified, the product development situation first
identifies the users when the system is delivered.

Test-Driven Development
Test-driven development (TDD) is a technique that
consists of writing test cases for any programming
task (feature creation or adaptation, improvements,
bug corrections etc), before these implementations
are performed. Koskela (2007) said TDD is intended for “solving the right problem right”, meaning to
achieve the correct solution that exactly matches
the business problem.
TDD is not only a set of testing tools, but, primarily, a design technique, and in TDD design are
made all the time (Beck and Andres, 2004), having
no place for a “design phase”. In the TDD approach,
the current design is only suitable in the current
iteration, being the design improved for accommodating new requirements within each iteration.
With good programming and design techniques, the
design of a system can be continuously improved
without falling into the famous Boehm's cost of
change curve (Boehm, 1981).
Modern programming techniques, powerful development tools, more expressive and simple languages, more powerful computing and other advances make the cost of change increase very slowly
through the time for the most features. Poppendieck
and Poppendieck (2003) pointed out that there are
a few “high-stake constraints” such as the choice of
programming language and architectural layering
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decisions that could have a high cost of change
later on. All other, largely the most follow a horizontally asymptotic cost of change curve.
TDD is directly applicable to ERP development,
in special when dealing with high-level (black-box)
testing. Given that an ERP will either substitute an
existing system (or collection of systems) or will
automate business processes, plenty of test cases
will be available. However, the presence of testing
data is not enough. Since ERP is both integrated
software and an adaptable framework, regression
testing is a must. Regression testing occurs, for
instance, when a given module is altered to meet a
given customer’s specific needs. After proceeding
with the unit tests, it is necessary to run integration
tests to ensure that modifications do not create side
effects on related parts of the system. Although this
seems to be obvious, one of TDD tenets is that
automated test are built in an incremental way, so
when the system becomes more complex, testing
also becomes more complex, but if the tests follow
this complexity growing, they will cope with heavy
testing jobs. Therefore, a possible difference between current ERP customization and this technique is that besides supplying the necessary information for changing the system code; including
the code itself or proper APIs, it is necessary also to
supply all the test scripts, so that integration also
can be tested. Moreover, when new updates are
provided to all users, customers that have implemented exclusive features must (a) re-implement
these features on the upgraded version and (b) run
all the tests against the new version of the system.

Continuous Integration
In many projects, integration brings up a series of
problems that needs to be taken into account: incompatibility between modules, broken dependencies, out of date modules, low test coverage, lack of
compliance to coding standards etc. This is the so
called “integration hell” which implies that the greater
the amount of code to integrate is, the more complex
is the integration process, as described by Fowler
(2006).
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Continuous integration (CI) is a practice proposed
to solve the integration problems by providing both
agility and fast feedback, consisting of making (at
least) daily project builds (Fowler, 2006). The concept of build used here is the whole process comprising: get the latest source code from the main
repository, build the application and the database,
perform both testing, inspection and deploying, run
software in a production similar environment and
give automatic and real-time feedback to developers, ensuring that the integrated parts act as a cohesive whole and that there is always a working
version of the software available in the repository.
The environment needed for CI to work can be
from a simple script to complex, full-featured continuous integration servers. Though CI seems to be
an infrastructural topic, it is primarily a “shared agreement by the team” so that they keep the source code
always passing on all tests and inspections and
running the build process every few hours (Shore,
2005).
The main goals of continuous integration are improving quality and reducing risk (Duvall et al., 2007).
Quality improvement comes from the execution of all
tests, code inspections and deployments for each
build. This assures that overall software is always on
a valid state and prevents the system to be inadvertently broken by a developer's code commit. The
risk reduction is provided by the high frequency of
builds and the fast feedback mechanisms. CI immediately warn the developers if something goes wrong,
usually by e-mail, but even by SMS messages or
visual warnings.
This technique can bring a series of benefits for
ERP development involving code changes. First, CI
can help to continuously provide working versions
of a customized module, which can in a incremental
way be checked by users as modifications and new
features are introduced, reducing the risks of occurring misfits. To achieve such benefit, it is necessary that key users stay near the development
team, testing the increments and providing constant
feedback. In fact, using CI automated tests and
expressive code – that provides direct mapping
between requirements and code can automate part
of the validation tasks, reducing the effort of key
users, and providing very fast feedback. An ERP
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provider and/or its partner network must keep not
only a CI environment but also all configuration and
test cases, both the ones used for standardized
deployments, and also the customized ones. This
environment can be recovered at the time of any
future upgrade, and will help when a new upgrade
comes and the modifications of specific customizations must be re-inserted into the upgraded module.

Emergent Design
In an iterative and incremental, agile-style lifecycle,
design is not performed up-front, but is incrementally evolved as it meets the current iteration requirements. Any feature that can be useful to future
iterations must be designed in future iterations,
which avoids both speculation and resource wasting and keeps the team focused on designing the
features prioritized by the stakeholders.
Bain (2008) defines emergent design (ED) as “a
process of evolving systems in response to changing requirements, better understanding of existing
requirements, and in response to new opportunities
that arise from new technology, better ideas, and a
changing world”. To be able to follow this principle,
some disciplines must be applied, such as TDD,
refactoring, expressive code and heavy use of design patterns. When it comes to ED and ERP development it can be stated that this technique is limited, given that in any ERP environment (which also
can be said is a fact in any framework based environment), ED has limitations in refactoring deepness,
since the core framework cannot be changed ad hoc.
One restriction could be access to the ERP source
code which is directly related to the basic architecture of the ERP. For instance, in the SAP case there
is the use of advanced business application programming (ABAP) which probably restricts the possibilities to implement an ED approach. From that it
could said maybe ED is more applicable to the creation of entire new ERP modules, when programmers
have access to all design decisions in this particular
piece of the system. Also, it is highly applicable in
in-house and open source ERP development, but
also in some proprietary ERP systems such as Microsoft Dynamics Navision that provides its end-user
with total accessibility to the source code.
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Limitations in ERP Development
The mapping of agile methods to the ERP development realm presents cultural and technical limitations, while some of them also exist in the context
of other types of systems; others are very specific to
ERP customization and life cycles:
Cultural Limitations
– Scientific Management and its predictive planning approach are well disseminated and work
well in other types of projects, making it hard to
high management to accept following a reactive
way of managing the ERP customization and
deployment project.
– Many ERP, such as SAP, uses document-driven
processes to make clear separated roles communicate. This type of process not only makes
communication slower, but also stimulates the
creation of modeling and communication artifacts that do not aggregate value to final users.
Besides that, stimulates the high specialization
of the workforce, making people less flexible in
skills, going against one of the modern production principles of flexible production resources.
Flexible resources makes adaptation to fluctuations (such as in specific skills during the project)
easier and cheaper, reducing resource bottlenecks and allowing higher degrees of product
customization.
Technical Limitations
– Pioneer ERPs pay the price of legacy technologies
and their limitations, which sometimes becomes a
burden for the use of fully object oriented techniques, in which Agile methods rely. Moreover,
built-in tools, such as SAP’s ABAP, on one hand
simplify some development tasks, but on the other,
make the whole ERP development community
depend on a single supplier to evolve these tools while ERPs based on open languages and standards take advantage of all language and tool
evolution, independently of the ERP supplier.
– The database-centric ERP configuration task
brings all the limitations of using RDBMS, includeing the difficult of using agile techniques such as
Refactoring and Emergent Design (Ambler, 2008).
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– A limitation to agile-based ERP customization
can be in the ubiquitous language, if the ERP,
because of eventual architectural idiosyncrasies,
does not allow a one-to-one mapping between
business domain and domain model. In some
cases, uncoupling techniques as façades (Gamma
et. al, 1995) or even an anticorruption layer (Evans, 2004) can be useful. These techniques,
however, does not eliminate the duplicity of languages (non-compliant to UL in the ERP itself
and compliant in the customization).

Conclusions, Research Directions
The statistics on unsuccessful ERP implementtations urge for new ways of facing the misalignment
problem. It can be concluded that agile methods in
ERP development can achieve efficient communication between developers and ERP end-users if
some limitations can be overcome.
This paper started on the premise that the
adopter has already chosen a specific ERP and
already decided to change part of its code to make it
fit better to the adopter’s business needs. Although
this situation seems to be somehow a paradox for
the ERP world, it is more common than it should be.
Additionally, considering new ways of providing and
developing ERPs, such as Open Source ERPs, it
can be stated that the role that end-users have in
development have changed, indicating that they are
more involved in the development and in that way it
could be a change towards agile methods.
This paper contributes by providing a mapping
between the specific techniques used by agile
methods and ERP development, complementing
Meszaros and Aston (2007), who describe the creation of a development environment and the cultural
changes needed for agile development for a specific
ERP product; and Alleman (2002), who describes
the decision process involved in customizing and
deploying agile methods in ERP development.
It can be concluded that agile methods in development of ERPs builds on the premises that
efficient communication between developers and
ERP end-users can be achieved. One way that
agile methods advocate how this could be achieved
is by delivering software in small and frequent in15
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crements. However, interesting research questions
are then how efficient communication can be gained
in different kinds of business models used to deliver
the ERP system (Open Source ERP, In-house Development, based on open source or not, External
Hosting ERP, Direct Sale ERP, the vendor sales
directly to the customer or Indirect Sale ERP, the
vendor uses a partner channel as distributor). Since
these models differ a lot on how communication can
be done between developer and end-user.
It can also be concluded, that a potential benefit
in agile development of ERPs, which is especially
relevant for ERP customization, is the fact that agile
methods are adaptive rather than predictive. This
means that if it is possible to implement them in
ERP development, it can be stated that it is more
likely that the ERP and the organizations’ business
processes will develop in tandem and thereby fulfill
the goals of business synchronization. The main
conclusion is that agile methods for ERP development have a great potential but it demands a close
cooperation between different ERP stakeholders,
so that customization is based on concrete feedback and not speculation.
A future outcome of this work is to identify agile
and lean practices adoption level in ERP development, differentiating between proprietary, free open
source, and in-house solutions. In addition, investigating how ERP frameworks technologies have
evolved to accompany new demands for flexible
solutions would help understanding the technological
hindrances to better ERP development. By doing so,
it would be possible to identify process and product
related problems that have been making ERP development sometimes become a failure.
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This paper analyzed the critical problems faced during ERP implementation which has been based on the reviews of various research papers as well as industry specific case-studies. The major problems areas of ERP
implementation are categorized here. Simultaneously this paper illustrated the ways the critical problem areas
has been handled by the SAP Software of ERP to overcome the critical failure factors during ERP implementation to make the ERP a successful most efficient businesses process in industry. Specifically cases of SAP-SOA
architecture has been illustrated with criticalities of its implementation in Energy and Utilities.

Introduction
This paper illustrates the criticalities of ERP implementation to enhance the deployment of SAP SOA
EP for Renewable Energy Resources. This SAP EP
based on Business Information Warehouse, will be
utilized as Decision Support System for Energy
Service Companies (ESCOs) and the Energy Information System Manager as well as the Enterprise Management System in the peak load time to
utilize renewable energy resources to reduce power
failure, to take decision about resource utilization of
renewable energy resources in present global
scenario of creating a pollution free environment
based on Kyoto Protocol1.
ERP Basic Concepts
Enterprise-wide resource planning (ERP) is a planning philosophy enabled with software that attempts
to integrate all the business processes of different
departments and functions across a company onto
a single computer system that can serve particular
needs of different departments. ERP combines all
the business requirements of the company together
The Kyoto Protocol is a protocol to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC or
FCCC), an international environmental treaty with the goal of
achieving "stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in
the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous
anthropogenic interference with the climate system”
1
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into a single, integrated software program that runs
off a single database so that the various departments can more easily share information and
communicate with each other. ERP can be defined
as a planning methodology or philosophy that is
based on the seamless integration of all the business processes of an enterprise.
Main Vendors of ERP Systems
Out of more than 100 ERP providers worldwide, SAP
AG, Oracle, JD Edwards, PeopleSoft, Bann-collectively called “Big Fire” of ERP software vendors
control approximately 70 percent of the ERP market
share (Mabert et.al., 2001) .Established in Germany
in 1972, SAP AG, with 33 percent market share , is
the major ERP package vendor for the Fortune 500
companies. Today, more than 82,000 customers in
more than 120 countries run SAP applications from
distinct solutions addressing the needs of small
businesses and midsize companies to suite offerings for global organizations. Powered by the SAP
NetWeaver technology platform to drive innovation
and enable business change, SAP software helps
enterprises of all sizes around the world improve
customer relationships, enhance partner collaboration and create efficiencies across their supply
chains and business operations.
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What is enterprise SOA?
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a design for
linking business and computational resources (principally organizations, applications and data) on demand to achieve the desired results for service consumers (which can be end users or other services).
SOA is an information systems architectural concept
for creating and using independent functions packaged as services. SOA is essentially a collection of
services. These services communicate with each
other, and that communication can involve either
simple data passing or two or more services coordinating some activity. Some means of connecting services to each other is needed. A service is a function
that is well defined, self contained, and not dependent
on the context or state of other services. Web services
are a common connection technology of service-oriented architectures. At the heart of SAP’s approach to SOA is the concept of enterprise services.
Enterprise services allow leveraging SAP solutions in
conjunction with partner solutions and homegrown
solution landscapes to build new, flexible, and innovative solutions based on the consistent integration
concept of SOA. Enterprise services can be used in
application-to-application (A2A), business to business
(B2B) integration, and application to user interfacecomposite (A2X) scenarios, where a composite application makes use of data and functions, provided as
services by underlying applications and combines
these into a coherent business scenario, supported by
its own business logic and specific user interfaces.
Enterprise services are highly integrated Web
services combined with business logic and semantics that can be accessed and used repeatedly to
support core business processes. Enterprise SOA is
a business-driven software architecture that increases adaptability, flexibility, openness, and cost efficiency. With enterprise SOA, organizations can
compose applications and enable business processes rapidly using enterprise services. With enterprise SOA, organizations can improve their reuse of
software and become more agile in responding to
change (Source: SAP AG).
To successfully utilize SOA on an enterprise level,
several additional aspects have to be considered. All
interfaces need to be clearly defined and stable and
to make use of global data types. Both points ensure
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

loose coupling and reliability for service consumers
and avoid superfluous transformations caused by
technically different definitions of semantically identical information. To establish additional reliability, all
services must follow clearly defined communication
and behavioral patterns – Clients need to know
whether services are synchronous or asynchronous,
whether they return an answer, how they handle
exceptions, which security policy they use etc. Additionally, the underlying business model (Figure 3-1
and Figure 3-2; interaction between business objects)
needs to be transparent to establish common ground
in terms of relationships between business objects,
which play a role when calling services.

Figure 3-1. Enterprise SOA
How does SAP deliver enterprise SOA?
Industry-Rich Business Process Platform

Figure 3-2. Enterprise SOA powered by SAP NetWeaver
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Levels of Integration in SAP NetWeaver
SAP NetWeaver replaces the mySAP Technology
application platform and provides a basis for Enterprise Services Architecture to meet the requirements for flexibility and integration between systems, interfaces, users, and processes. This is because integration requirements not only pose
technological questions but also questions regarding business processes, the integration of employees and partners, and so on. A sound solution
must be flexible and take into account the relevant
processes, people, information, technical infrastructures, and heterogeneous system landscapes
within the company and beyond. SAP NetWeaver is
the Business Process Platform, which is the foundation in SAP for building and running business
applications (both traditional and servicebased).
SAP NetWeaver also provides the Enterprise Services Repository, which stores the basic elements
that are used to build applications and services.
Integration Level: Employees, Customers, Partners; Using Enterprise Portal
An enterprise portal ensures a central point of access to information, applications, and services in
the company. All SAP and non-SAP systems, data
warehouse, desktop documents, Web contents,
and Web services are brought together in a single
user interface. With Single Sign-On, one can get
benefit from the simplified process of authentication
and communication between different IT systems.
Knowledge Management in the portal converts
unstructured data into important company information, Collaboration facilitates cooperation between people within the company and beyond, and
Personalization adapts the portal structure to suit
the requirements of the individual users.

Background and Literature Review

Problems and Risk Factors of ERP ImplementationEnhancement of SAP-SOA Deployment in the
Energy and Utilities.

The Challenges of Implementation

ERP systems projects involve considerable time
and cost, and it may take some time to realize
ERP’s benefits. Research by Standish Group illustrates that 90 % of ERP projects are late or over
20

budget. Meta group survey data, based on 63 companies, showed that average implementation cost
of ERP was $ 10.6 million and took 23 months to
complete (Stein, 1999). The successful implementation of ERP requires a multi-stage approach (Markus, Axline, Pelrie, and Tanis, 2000; Parr– Shanks,
2000; Holland–Light, 2001), and the benefits of
ERP may not occur until later stages. In general,
ERP systems projects bring about a host of new
questions. Some of these questions and issues are:
– What technology challenges (e.g., Hardware,
software and networking) are encountered in
implementing an enterprise-wide information
management system?
– What organizational challenges (impact on
business processes) are addressed?
– What people challenges (e.g., recruitment, training, retaining, and retraining) are encountered?
– What challenges are associated with project size
and scope?
– What are the strategies for minimizing the risks
associated with the technology, organization,
people, and size, scope?

Critical Problems
– Budget Overshoot: According to the preliminary investigation on ERP implementtation costs
(R.J. Kusters, F.J. Heemstra, and A. Jonker, 2008),
budget overshoots in ERP implementation can
be considered to be a serious problem that warrants further attention, which can be concluded
from following research findings.
– ERP System Implementation Challenges:
About 90 % of ERP implementations are late or
over budget (1998) and the success rate of ERP
implementations is only about 33 %.
– Get Ready for the Next Generation of SAP
Business Applications: It is based on the Enterprise Service-Oriented Architecture (Enterprise SOA) (R.Heidasch, 2007).
–

The Rise of Business Reengineering: Back in
1990s many ERP systems only supported some
aspects of the business cycle – for example the
financial, material management, sales, and distribution processes, which turned the attention of
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management consultants and business leaders
to the innovative approach of business process
reengineering, that combined complete business
process redesign with information technologies to
support rapid change in operation of companies.
But in practice, most exiting business applications
either did not support or partially supported end to
end business processes. SAP R/3 was missing
the ability to support relationships between customers and suppliers that functionality later arrived
in the SAP. Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) and SAP Supply Chain Management
(SCM) solutions, which are now part of the SAP
business suite. Yet all of these SAP CRM, SAP
SCM were rather inflexible and difficult to integrate,
which provide to be the new challenge of difficulties in system integration.
– The Difficulties of System Integration: Business application from different vendors (that is,
SAP and non-SAP) supported different communication technologies and used different data
formats, making system integration a challenge.
The applications are often running on different
hardware platforms and operating systems, which
further complicated system integration. The mainframe and client-server applications were monolithic, can use its own central database. Related
date was spread across and often duplicated in
different applications across the system landscape. For example, SAP material master data
existed in the SAP ERP, SAP CRM, SAP SCM
and SAP Advanced Planner and Optimizer (APO)
solutions. Therefore, data maintenance across
different systems was often manual, time consuming and error-prone, which resulted in data
consistency issues. Business processes often
involved entities both inside and outside of the
company, resulting in the need to integrate
processes and therefore systems across companies. For example, a collaborative business
process, such as developing new devices, requires communication between different entities
that are involved in design, engineering and
production and using the SAP Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) solution to support this
business process would require integrating the
systems of each participating entity. Because
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

SAP systems were integrated with many nonSAP
systems, common standards for crossapplication
communication and integration were lacking.
Consequently, system integration problems were
typically, solved in different ways using different
technologies.
– ERP Selection Methodology: Empirical research
has shown that selecting an inappropriate system is a major reason for ERP implementation
failures. Empirical research shows that outcomes from IT investment initiatives to a very
large extent fail to deliver the promised business
value (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1999;
McDonagh and Coghlan,’06) .Economic focus
on ROI has tended to drive IT acquisition initiations, while little attention has been paid to
aligning the selection of the ERP system with the
organization’s strategies, process and infrastructure.
– Difficulty of Integrating ERP: Manufacturers
face many challenges in eliminating the disconnection between ERP and the shop floor. Existing systems are hard to integrate. Companies
have no unifying manufacturing architecture.
There are too many applications to support and
aging or proprietary systems to consider. It is
also difficult to get the right information to the
people who need it in time for them to make
critical business decisions.
– The Need for Standardized Interfaces-Enterprise
Control Integration Standard: The standard addresses the interface or exchange of data between
enterprise systems (planning, scheduling, and
procurement) and production management systems (production dispatching and execution).

The Analysis of Risk Factors
–

Organizational Risks: When business processes
are re-designed to fit the package, the risk of excessive time and cost investments decreases.
Customization poses the risk of extra, if not excessive project costs. Hammer and Champy
(2001) defined Business process reengineering
(BPR) as the fundamental rethinking and radical
redesign of business processes to achieve
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dramatic improvements in critical contemporary
measures of performance, such as cost, quality,
service and speed”. Somers and Nelson (2004)
stated that BPR plays a significant role in the
early stages of implementation. Nah (2003)
noted that reengineering should continue with
new ideas and updates to take full advantage of
the ERP system when the system is in use.
Organizations should be willing to change their
businesses to fit the software in order to reduce
the degree of customizations (Murray and Coffin,
2001). Many organizations have made unnecessary, complex customizations to ERP software
because the people making the changes do not
fully understand the organization’s business
practices (Nah 2003). According to Somers and

(2004) the new business model and reengineering that drives technology choice is an enabling factor that can give to ERP success.
Furthermore, Davison (2002) argued that ERP
implementation often requires changes in job
descriptions and essential skills.
– Technology Risks: The technology risks depend upon how consistent the new technology is
with the current corporate infrastructure and
operating system environment. When an organization introduces technology that is inconsistent with current database, operating system,
and network management environments, the
risk is greater.

Table 3-1. Summary of Risk Factors in ERP Projects
.Risk Category
Organizational fit
Skill set

Management strategy

Software design
User involvement and
training
Technology planning/
integration

Risk Factor
Failure to re-design business processes
Failure to follow an enterprise-wide design which supports data integration
Insufficient training and re-killing
Insufficient internal expertise
Lack of business analyst with business and technology knowledge
Failure to effectively mix internal and external expertise
Lack of ability to recruit and retain qualified ERP system developers
Lack of senior management support
Lack of proper management control structure
Lack of a champion
Ineffective communications
Failure to adhere to standardized specifications which the software supports
Lack of integration
Insufficient training of end-users, Ineffective communications
Lack of full-time commitment of customers to project management and project activities
Lack of sensitivity to user resistance
Failure to emphasize reporting
Inability to avoid technology bottlenecks
Attempting to build bridges to legacy applications

Source: Sumner, M.2002. “ Risk factors in managing enterprise-wide/ERP projects.” Journal of Information Technology 15: 317-327

– Human Factors: If the current skill mix of the IT
staff does not include knowledge of application-specific ERP modules, the organization will
incur significant costs in re-skilling the workforce
or in acquiring external consultants. Also user
representatives of the organization should be
motivated to acquire knowledge about application-specific ERP modules. User involvement
22

increase user satisfaction and acceptance by
developing realistic expectations about system
capabilities (Esteves et al., 2003). According to
Zhang et al., (2002) there are two areas for user
involvement when the company decides to implement an ERP system: user involvement in the
stage of definition of the organization’s ERP
system needs, and user participates in the im-
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plementation of ERP systems. The ERP team
should involve of the best people in the organization (Loh and Koh 2004). The success of
projects is related to the knowledge, skills, abilities, and experiences of the project manager as
well as the selection of the right team members
(Al-Mashari et al., 2006). An ERP project demands the effort and cooperation of technical
and business experts as well as end-users (Loh
and Koh 2004). The sharing of information between the implementation partners is essential
and requires partnership trust (Loh and Koh
2004). Moreover, the team should be familiar with
the business functions and products so that they
know what needs to be improved to the current
system (Rosario 2000). Education and training
users to use ERP is important because ERP is
not easy to use even with good IT skills (Woo
2007). Nah et al., (2003) argued that sufficient
training can assist increase success for ERP
systems while lack of training may lead to failure.
According to Zhang et al., (2002) the main reason
for education and training is to increase the expertise and knowledge level of the users within
the company. Project Size: As an ERP project
can be the largest single investment in a corporate technology project that an organization undertakes, hence the sheer size of these projects,
as measured in time, staff commitment, budget,
and scope, poses considerable risk and causes
increased concern for accountability on the part
of users and senior management. A summary of
the risk factors of ERP projects described in
Table 3-1.

Analysis of Problem Areas
Among the points that should be controlled for the
purpose of the ERP’s success, the most important
point is for company executives to have a definite
time-table. If time schedules and deadlines are not
set and adhered to then it must be borne in mind
that not only the ERP implementation, but anything
that the company attempts to do will be in vain.
Also, there are many misunderstandings caused by
wrong estimates. In the case of ERP implementtation, there are substantial additional costs that are
necessary, such as consultation, customization,
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

training and education. The most common problems faced during ERP implementation are need for
customization, inadequate training resources and
lack of support from management. Other problems
identified as being associated with ERP implementation include:
– Enormous technical challenges of rolling out
ERP systems which are complex pieces of
software that requires large investments of
money, time and expertise to install
– Failure to reconcile the technological imperatives
of the ERP system with the needs of the business. An enterprise system imposes its own
logic on a company’s strategy, organization and
culture
– Pushing companies towards generic processes
even when customized processes may be in its
best interest. For example, do not develop customized product
– Conflicts between the system logic may conflict
with the logic of the business which may result in
a failed implementation or a weakening of the
company’s important sources of competitive
advantage
– Convergence around a single software and
similar processes by members of the same industry raises questions regarding how competitive advantage can be maintained
– Higher costs associated with customizing ERP
systems when the ERP system and company
strategy clash
– Companies installing enterprise systems having
to adopt or completely rework their processes in
order to fit the requirements of the system.

Research Methodology
It has been argued that ERP failure could occur only
when the installed system is underutilized and,
hence many of the idiosyncratic features have not
been fully extended by their target user (Davenport
1998; Shehab et al., 2004; Jasperson et al. 2005).
When behavioral events cannot be adequately controlled and when little is known about a phenomenon
due to the lack of theory, qualitative approach such
as the case study method is highly recommended as
an alternative means to gather evidence and to un-
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derstand complex phenomenon (Yin, 1994, Eisinhardt, 1989; Stuart et al., 2002). In this article, ERP
systems projects represent a SAP SOA implementation for Energy and Utility companies, requiring
heavy investments in both time and money. All these
factors contribute to the ERP systems initiative
complexity. Future scope of research also has been
illustrated assuming proposed methodology incorporating data from NASA Surface meteorology and
Solar Energy database for calculating solar irradiance in a particular geographical location to project
solar energy potential in specific.

Implications for Future Research
Energy and Sustainable Development
For all practical purposes energy supplies can be
divided into two classes:
– Renewable Energy obtained from natural and
persistent flows of energy occurring in the immediate environment (for e.g. solar). The Green Energy or Sustainable Energy is already passing
through the environment as a current or flow, irrespective of there being a device to intercept and
harness this power.
– Non-Renewable Energy, energy obtained from
static stores of energy that remain underground
unless released by human interaction (e.g. nuclear
fuels, fossil fuels of coal, oil and natural gas).

Sustainable Development
Sustainable development can be broadly defined as
living, producing and consuming in a manner that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their
own needs. The aim of sustainable development is
for the improvement to be achieved whilst maintaining the ecological process on which life depends. At a local level, progressive business aim to
report a positive triple, i.e. a positive contribution to
the economic, social and environmental well-being
of the community in which they operate. The concept of sustainable development becomes widely
accepted following the seminar report of the World
Commission on Environment and Development
(1987). Energy resources exemplify these issues. In
the 21st century, further increase in world energy
24

consumption can be expected, much for rising industrialization and demand in previously less developed countries, aggregated by gross inefficiencies in all countries. Whatever the energy resource,
there is an overriding need for efficient generation
and use of energy. Fossil fuels are not being newly
formed at any significant rate, and thus present
stocks are ultimately finite. Fossil fuel resources are
limited and so the present patterns of energy consumption and growth are not sustainable in the
longer term. Moreover, it is the emissions from fossil
fuel use (and indeed nuclear power) that increasingly determine the fundamental limitations. Increasing concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is
such an example. Indeed, from an ecological understanding of our earth’s long-term history over
billions of years, carbon was in excess in the atmosphere originally and needed to be sequestered
below ground to provide our present oxygen-rich
atmosphere. Therefore from arguments of: (i) the
finite nature of fossil and nuclear fuel materials , (ii)
the harm of emissions and (iii) ecological sustainability, it is essential to expand renewable energy
supplies and to use energy more efficiently.
Climate change is one of the greatest and potentially most challenging environmental social and
economic threats facing the world this century. Human activities have altered the chemical composition
of the atmosphere through the build-up of significant
quantities of greenhouse gases (GHGs). A number of
gases are involved in the greenhouse effect. The main
greenhouse gases are: carbon dioxide (CO2), water
vapour (H2O), methane (CH4) , nitrous oxide (N2O),
tropospheric ozone (O3), and halocarbons (CFCs,
HFCs, etc.). The earth’s average surface temperature has already increases by about 0.6 0C during the
20th century. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in its Third Assessment Report
(IPCC, 2001) projects that the global average surface temperatures will raise by about 1.4 to 5.8 0C by
the year 2100. This change would be larger than any
climate change experienced over the last 10 000
years. This global temperature increase is likely to
trigger serous consequences for humanity and other
life forms with significant regional variations.
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Case 1

Renewable Energy Integration into Competitive
Electricity Industries
Growing concerns about climate change and energy
security have heightened interest in harnessing renewable energy resources as a response to these
critical issues (Ackerman 2006; Bauer and Mastrandrea, 2006; Energy Watch Group 2006 & 2007;
Galvin Electricity Initiative, 2006; Hansen, 2005; IPCC,
2007; Stern, 2006). The most important renewable
energy resources are bioenergy, hydro, geothermal,
wind, solar and (in the future) ocean energy systems
(International Energy Agency-IEA, 2006). Thus, we
need to consider the integration of renewable energy
within the broader set of challenges facing modern
electricity industries, where price and technical performance are critical issues as well as energy security, environmental sustainability and enhanced
end-use efficiency (e.g. Doherty et al, 2006; Kushler
et al, 2006).

Case 2

Renewable Energy Integration in Restructured
Electricity Industries
Renewable energy currently provides 14% of the
world’s energy supply and is projected to remain at the

fraction by the IEA despite a projected 60% increase
in global energy consumption by 2030. Renewable
energy resources are often transformed into electrical
energy for transfer to end-user premises (direct biomass combustion is an exception, and hydrogen may
in future provide an alternative energy pathway).
Thus it is important to consider the question of
integration of renewable energy resources into the
electricity industry. The IEA has been engaged in
such activities for some time under implementing
agreements for wind energy and photovoltaics
(www.ieawind.org, www.iea- pvps.org). Distributed
renewable energy resources are energy fluxes that
are often geographically dispersed, in some cases
storable to varying degrees within varying timescales, in other cases not storable at all. Some
renewable energy resources are best regarded as
shared public resources – e.g. solar and wind energy – raising policy issues about access, management and forecasting accountability, particularly
as they are often transformed into electrical energy
using privately owned generators, which is then
injected into shared networks. Figure 3-3 shows a
decentralized decision-making framework for an
electricity industry.

Figure 3-3. Interactions between decision-makers in a restructured electricity industry (Thorncraft, 06)
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Solution through SOA: An intelligent electricity
solution created on IBM’s integrated, open-standards-based Service Oriented Architecture (SOA),
connectgaia.com (see Figure 3-4) enables the Intelligent Grid work, to the advantage of all stakeholders – maintaining balance of electricity supply
and demand in real time; allowing consumer participation in optimizing power and saving expenses
through improved visibility; offering valuable demand response flexibility at relatively low cost. It will
enable the creation of an intelligent power network
that will pool dispersed and diverse resources and
form a network that communicates and is in synergy
with nature. The convergence of IT and Power
Highway, the birth of an intelligent grid that is alert,
smart and communicates end to end.

Conclusions
The assessment of critical risk factors, failure factors of unsuccessful ERP projects in com parison to
successful ERP projects will enhance the chance of
successful implementation of enterprise-wide service oriented architecture (SOA) for Green Energy

Resources from disparate geographical remote
locations for a sustainable development of composite applications integrating leveraging SAP
NetWeaver to integrate the underlying SAP and
non-SAP applications and databases and enabling
energy and utility industries to publish its regularand green-power capacities via its portal.
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Figure 3-4. Connectgaia.com architecture enabling DRM & Energy efficiency

Appendix for Future Scopes
Green Power Marketing
The more general concept of green power marketing
refers to selling green power in the competitive
marketplace, in which multiple suppliers and service
offerings exist. Green energy is popular; a growing
number of customers are prepared to pay a premium
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for “clean” power. That is why an energy and utility
company wants to keep customer-facing information
up-to-date at short refresh intervals without tying up
scarce resources. To sharpen its competitive edge in
a highly competitive and sometimes volatile market,
an energy and utility company wants to deploy a
solution designed to ensure the quality and currency
of data; to automate the tasks of data gathering,
SEFBIS Journal 2009. No.4.
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aggregation, validation, and presentation; and to
ensure sustained regulatory compliance. SAP-SOA
EP for energy and utility company integrating renewable and non-renewable energy resources might
be a possible solution in this scenario.
Objectives
For creating a successful SAP-EP based on SAP
SOA, criticalities of ERP implementtation have to be
considered. Based on the scale of local application
ranging from tens to many millions of watts, and the
totality of global resources, four questions are
asked for practical application: 1. How much energy
is available in the immediate environment – what is
the resource? 2. For what purpose can this energy
be used-what is the end use? 3. What is the environmental impact of the technology-is it sustainable?
4. What is the cost of the energy-is it cost effective?

specifically and developing an decision support
system integrating renewable and no-renewable
energy sources base on Enterprise SOA.

Features of SAP Enterprise Portal (SAP-EP)
The SAP-EP is the core SAP NetWeaver component from the point of view of the role-based user
access to a world of applications and Web services.
the SAP-EP is designed to provide standardized,
role-based access to all relevant information and
functions throughout the enterprise. It is the user’s
central point of entry into the mySAP Business Suite
solutions or other applications.

Formula for Calculating Acceptance Index

Criteria of the Prototype Model
Building an enterprise portal for renewable and
non-renewable energy system and essentially
proposes a methodology on market potential mapping (MPM )of solar energy system which would
generate the absolute figures indicating the acceptance level of any system/product, and also
estimate its acceptance relative to its possible
non-renewable competitor. Economic, social and
environmental factors (parameter) influence the
level of acceptability of any commodity, including
solar systems.

LCC of Proposed SPV System

Proposed Methodology
Incorporating data from NASA on renewable energy
resources, specifically on solar energy resources,
calculating acceptance index (AI) based on the algorithm in appendix for renewable energy resources
and comparing solar thermal with coal based power
plant and design and deployment of SAP SOA EP for
renewable energy resources-solar energy resources
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

Conclusion
The development of SAP-SOA-EP and continuous
monitoring as well as updating of the data (identified
parameter) would be essential. Dedicated software
would process the raw data, and generate Acceptance Index (AI) of the solar system and MPM with
colour coding facility. The software should also be
capable to generate data for another system (already
in the market), which is thought to be replaced. The
corresponding data may be compared by finding
their ratios, which would be the relative Acceptance
Index (RAI). Thus an Enterprise SAP-SOA Energy
Portal will be developed for any energy, utility sector.

1. Acceptance Index (AI; Life Cycle Cost: LCC):
LCC of its Competing Conventional System
LCC of Proposed System
2. Consider SPV (Solar Photo Voltaic) System as Proposed System and Coal Based Thermal Power Plant
as Competing Conventional System. Hence AI of SPV:
LCC of its Competing Conventional System
LCC of Coal Based Thermal Power Plant
LCC of Proposed System

CRF =

3.

d
 i 
i−

i+d

n

where:
d discount rate
n life in number of years
I capital investment

LCC of Proposed SPV System=Fixed Cost X CRF
+ Maintenance Cost (Salary and Wages) + Fuel Cost
(~0) – Cost of Power Sold – Subsidies

4. LCC of Conventional Coal Based Thermal Power
Plant = Fixed Cost X CRF + Maintenance + Fuel Cost
+ Social Cost –Cost of Power Sold where

Sample of NASA Surface Metrological and Solar
Energy Data is seen on the Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2. A sample of NASA Surface Metrological and Solar Energy Data
NASA Surface meteorology and
Solar Energy: RETScreen Data
Longitude

°Unit

Climate Data Location

Latitude

°N

25

Longitude

°E

87

Elevation

m

37

Heating design temperature

°C

12.70

Cooling design temperature

°C

31.26

Earth temperature amplitude

°C

15.95

Daily solar Atmospheric
radiation
pressure
kWh/m2/d
kPa

Wind
speed
m/s

Earth tempr
°C.

Heating
degree
days °C-d

Cooling degree
Days °C-d

99.3

1.7

19.3

27

237

5.30

99.1

2.1

23.5

2

302

40.4%

6.27

98.7

2.1
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17.6

47.9%

4.25
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20.7

43.5%

March

25.1
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The proposed research is divided into three parts:
Part 1: To determine how much radiation is available
outside the earth’s atmosphere .The proportion of
that radiation reaches a device depends on geometric factors, such as latitude, longitude, and on
atmospheric characteristics, such as infrared radiation absorption by water vapour, carbon dioxide and
other such molecules. Measurement of that solar
radiation likely to be available as input to solar device
at a specific geographical location, orientation and
time. For this purpose, NASA Surface meteorology
and Solar Energy Data can be mapped.
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Part 2: Survey on economic, social and environmental factors (parameter) which influence the level
of acceptability of any commodity, including solar
systems and make a comparative analysis of solar
energy system with coal-based power plant and
other non-renewable energy system or nonrenewable or other renewable competitors.
Part 3: Development of SAP-SOA-EP for energy
and utility integrating renewable energy sources with
non-renewable energy sources in the present global
scenario of creating a pollution free environment
based on Kyoto Protocol for a sustainable development of any region.
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Improving the Success of Enterprise Information System Implementation – Current Findings and Future Research
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Enterprise Information Systems, the predominant form of systems adopted by organizations today, have yielded
mixed and unpredictable implementation outcomes, making it a risky investment. To identify factors that can
facilitate success, we first conducted a survey of existing research. We found that existing research had not
focused on understanding post implementation issues particularly how users learn and assimilate a system. We
felt that social learning among employees will play a critical role. We posited that social network characteristics
of employees affect post adoption information exchanges, and influence the extent of implementation success.
We conducted a three-phase longitudinal one-year study of the effects of social network structure on the implementation success of an EIS. We found that employees’ social relationships including their access to the
help-desk had an impact on implementation success. We discuss some preliminary findings here.
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Introduction and Background
Many large organizations have integrated Enterprise Information Systems (EIS) and it is estimated
that over 80 percent of Fortune 500 companies
have installed these as the information system of
choice (Davenport 1998; Brown and Vessey 2003;
Gattiker and Goodhue 2005; Cotteleer and Bendoly
2006; Liang et al. 2007.) EIS attempt to integrate
information across departmental and functional
units within an organization by implementing an
integrated software program with a unified database. Examples include Materials Requirements
Planning (MRP) systems, Airline Reservation Systems, Inter-Organizational Information Systems
Enterprise Resource Planning systems.
Enterprise Resource Planning Systems (ERP)
are among the most popular of EIS and are implemented using software such as SAP, PeopleSoft,
etc. to replace disparate smaller systems, It is adopted in order to streamline operational processes,
have a smooth and coordinated data collection and
information delivery method to support decision
makers spread across distant units of the organization. ERP been described as the “seamless integration of processes across functional areas with
improved workflow, standardization of various
business practices, improved order management,
accurate accounting of inventory and better supply
chain management (Mabert et al. 2000). These
systems have been rapidly growing in its deployment, and as per a recent report, ERP vendor
revenues is expected to grow to 50 billion dollars by
2011 (AMR Research). It is no wonder then that
practicing business persons, academics and technology specialists are very interested in understanding these systems and ensure their successful
implementation.
The rise of ERP type systems started in the early
1990’s, with Material Requirements Planning (MRP);
Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRPII); and
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) with all
software applications supporting the automation of
various aspects of a manufacturing enterprise
(Klaus et al. 2000). Application software was developed to support the financial transactions, such
as payroll, general ledger, and billing was devel30

oped which later came to be known as the "R/2
system" where "R" stands for real-time data processing and 2 represented the two tier architecture of
the IBM mainframe computers (Davenport 1998).
“Enterprise Systems” or ERP today have expanded
their reach to offer products for customer relationship management, product lifecycle management,
strategic enterprise management, business warehouse, business intelligence tools, and supplier
relationship management. While the growth rate of
ERP adoption in large scale organizations may not
be as spectacular as it was a few years ago, they
are still being implemented in many large and increasingly in small and medium size organizations
and even non-profit institutions such as Universities
and Federal Governmental agencies (Bingi et al.
1999, Nah et al. 2003, Chabrow 2004). From a
vendor perspective, as per surveys by AMR Research, there has been consolidation in the industry
with the major vendors such as SAP, Oracle, Sage,
Microsoft and others accounting for over 70% of
revenues and projected to grow. The midrange and
small range markets continue to grow, and some
clients have opted to buy functional modules in an
incremental manner rather than make a big purchase upfront. Furthermore, in the globalized world
other variations of EIS, such as supply chain
management systems, collaborative systems and
e-logistics systems are being implemented. Hence,
understanding the most effective ways to implement
EIS systems is of utmost importance.

Functionality and Benefits of ERP
As shown in Figure 4-1, instead of having separate
interfaces and having to manually enter and/or
transfer data from one system to another, ERP
systems provide almost standardized, cross-functional transaction automation. It organizes all of the
company's information into one centralized system.
This means that there is no need for different departments to enter information and lesser need for
manual paperwork, thus reducing the potential for
errors. It helps in electronic data interchange and a
paperless office and less pressure on our ecosystem. The newly developed web services based on
service-oriented architecture (SOA) helps the business innovative business processes from existing
SEFBIS Journal 2009. No.4.
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resources. The Web Services technology lets customers more easily share information, linking older
systems into the new software. With disappearing
or changing organizational boundaries and emergence of global markets, companies that have their
businesses and office located all over the world
have integrated their operations after the imple-

mentation of ERP systems. In the world of electronic data interchange (EDI), fast processing, and
global processes, it is very important to connect the
business processes under a central system. ERP
products are necessary to coordinate complicated,
multifaceted operations and to promote a strong
competitive position over the long term.

Figure 4-1. Pictorial Representation of an ERP
With ERP systems order cycle times (the time from
when an order is placed until the product or service
is delivered) can be reduced, resulting in improved
throughput, customer response times and delivery
speeds, generate more accurate demand forecasts,
speed production cycles and enhance customer
service, enables a company to link their business
processes, ties together disparate business functions (integrated business solution) and helps the
organization run smoothly in real-time environment.
It allows scalable and flexible Integration, business
process re-engineering on-redundant data, automatic international conversions, complete audit trail
and compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley accounting
rule in United States. It provides up-to-the-minute
information on vendor’s performance as well as
upcoming materials requirements. This enables the
organization to select appropriate vendors and
provide them with information they need to meet the
requirements. Studies document instances of organizations that achieved decline in inventory balances of about 35%, increase in profits of 25%,
reductions in working capital, better understanding
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of customer requirements and enhanced decision
making capabilities (Gupta 2000, Chen 2001; Kalling 2003; Holsapple and Sena 2005). Nestle corporation was paying 24 different prices for same
vanilla to same vendors before it had implemented
SAP (ERP Odyssey).

Problems and Benefits
Despite the above descriptions of many benefits that
can accrue after implementation of an ERP system,
however, there have been quite a few instances
where ERP projects have been doomed as failures.
Furthermore, some organizations claim impressive
benefits, whereas several others report serious difficulties in implementation and getting the targeted
benefits (Davenport 1998; Hitt et al. 2002; Nah et al.
2003; Liang et al. 2007).
In fact, reports have chronicled high profile failures and extensive difficulties at well-known corporations, such as FoxMeyer, Hershey Foods Hewlett
Packard, Boeing, and Siemens (Ross 2000; Robey
et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2006). Some large educa-
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tional institutions have implemented these systems
and have seen its share of difficulties (Brown and
Vessey 2003; Gattiker and Goodhue 2005).
In a large-scale survey on ERP implementation
success, about 51% stated that their implementation
was unsuccessful (Robins-Gioia 2002). This survey
covered 232 survey respondents from multiple industries including financial, healthcare and government agencies. About 46% of these respondents
stated that although their organization implemented
an ERP, they did not understand how to assimilate
the system to improve their business operations or
change the manner in which they conduct their
business. The survey concluded with an urgent
message to understand and better manage the
implementation of such large scale EIS, otherwise it
would erode the confidence in Information Technology departments.
Because the costs of implementing ERP systems
run into millions of dollars, a failure to properly implement the system and achieve the stated goals can
lead an organization into financial difficulties (Wallace 1998; Bingi et al. 1999; Chen 2001; Hong and
Kim 2002; Gefen 2004). Some researchers have
even used the term “bet-our-company” type of failure
because problems in ERP implementation could lead
an organization into financial ruin (Brown and Vessey
2003). Therefore, it is no surprise that researchers
and practitioners have called for urgent and systematic research to identify conditions that foster the
successful assimilation of ERP systems and to avoid
failures (Ross–Vitale 2000; Gattiker 2002; Robey et
al. 2002; Brown–Vessey 2003; Koh et al. 2005).
What Factors Could Help ERP Implementation?
To identify factors that could promote the successful
implementation of EIS, we surveyed key Information
Systems journals such as MIS Quarterly, Information
Systems Research, Journal of Management Information Systems, proceedings of Information System
conferences and a few practitioner journals for the
period 1997-2008. In Figure 4-2, we summarize our
findings in a pictorial form with the main ideas synthesized from various sources (Swanson 1994,
Gallivan 2001, Robey et al. 2002; Brown–Vessey
2003;
Gefen
2004;
Swansson
1994;
Gattiker–Goodhue 2005; Wang et al. 2006).
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Figure 4-2. Synthesized Factors Affecting ERP
Implementation Success
As can be seen from Figure 4-2, the identified factors for successful implementation are grouped into
two major categories: Primary adoption at firm level
and Secondary adoption at employee level. This
reflects the stages by which ERP systems are
adopted and helps us also examine in a systematic
manner factors that facilitate ERP success.

Primary Adoption at the Firm Level
Our findings indicate that most existing studies have
focused on factors that influence the success of
ERP systems adoption at firm level, and not paid as
much attention to adoption at the employee level.
The factors that facilitate successful adoption at the
firm level are classified under a few major categories and discussed below.
– Managerial intervention: Top management’s
proactive role has been identified as a critical
factor. Change management, and creation of
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satisfying mindset are all factors that can be influenced by top management and could help in
successful adoption at the firm level ( Brown and
Vessey 2003; Wang et al. 2006). “Technology
Champions” play an important role (Barker and
Frolic 2003; Somers and Nelson 2004).
– Organizational attributes: The success and return on investment (ROI) of ERP implementation
will differ from organization to organization even
in the same industry as the success of the system depends on the organization’s attributes.
Relationship between units, interconnectedness
between units, Interdependence, differentiation
between organizational units adopting ERP
systems can affect ERP adoption (Gattiker and
Goodhue 2005).
– Project Management: A skilled project team,
good project planning and project management
are essentially critical to the success of ERP
system adoption at the firm level [Loh and Koh
2004]. Because EIS systems are complex, the
challenges with traditional project management
are amplified (Markus et al. 2000; AmoakoGyampah and Salam 2004). A group must to
manage the project must be identified and the
project scope, project milestones should be determined. Critical events should be determined
and monitored closely (Holland et al.1999).
– Environment influences: External factors could
play a role in the successful adoption of large integrated systems such as EIS. Firms with greater
international presence, facing higher competitive
pressure, and higher degree of industry concentration and facing higher regulatory support are
more likely to achieve a greater extent of ERP
use (Fichman 2000).
– ERP capabilities: Relative advantages of ERP
use, its capabilities, and compatibility with existing
systems and practices, have an effect on the extent of ERP adoption and use. We would predict
that greater ERP capabilities, including both frontend functionality and back-end integration, are
positively associated with higher ERP value.
Rerceived Innovation characteristics, such as result demonstrability, complexity, absorbability, trialability, absorbability, ease of use have been
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studied in context of IS usage, and are likely to
affect ERP success but one has to add that these
have not been studied in depth in the context of
ERP use (Karahanna et al. 1999).
– Other Factors: Apart from the factors identified
above, factors that influence the success of system adoption at the firm level include relationship
between vendor and organization, and overall
communication patterns in the organization (Janson– Subramanium 1996; Gefen 2004).

Secondary adoption at individual level
Success of an EIS depends not only on success of
adoption at the firm level, but it is equally important
for the system to be accepted and used by the users. In other words, the system has to be assimilated and put into routine use by employees even if
it is adopted at the firm level. There is not as much
research at the employee level but a few factors that
have been identified are outlined below:
– User attributes: Characteristics of the users should
have an impact on the ability to learn and use the
system. Individual differences among users,
presence of both domain and technical knowledge
and its effect on adoption by users has not been
investigated. User involvement in the configuration
of systems has been identified as facilitating success. Their self-efficacy and their perceptions ease
of use of the system is also useful (Igbaria and
Iivari 1995; Venkatesh 2000; Chau 2001).
– Product attributes: The ERP suite offered by different vendors has varying levels of complex features which can sometimes get difficult to use. But
those systems that have a good Task Technology
fit, and are perceived to have a good system quality are more easily adopted and used by the user
(Wang et al. 2006). Our findings indicate that there
has been fairly less amount of studies focusing of
usability issues of ERP systems.
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– Facilitating conditions for user learning: There
are some factors in the organizational environment which the makes it more conducive for
users to adopt the system. For example, good
training and continued end-user support through
help desk is considered to help users easily assimilate the system (Robey et al. 2002; Mabert
et al. 2003; Loh and Koh 2004). In fact, training
is an avenue to develop positive attitudes toward
the system (Aladwani 2001). But once again,
these issues have not been studied in depth.

focus of EIS research to understanding post implementation management issues, that is, after the
system is deployed, what factors can enhance the
assimilation of the new system? One question we
want to focus is the following: how do users learn to
assimilate the system in their routine work and how
does this influence EIS success? Research on this
matter will help us develop recommendations as to
how management can better manage postimplementation learning and adoption by users so as to
realize the value of investments in the new system.

Shortcomings in existing research

Understanding the ERP Success

While research has identified several factors that
facilitate successful implementation, our literature
survey results indicate that the bulk of academic
research on ERP focuses on selection and deployment of the system and not on post-implementation
issues (Lee 2000; Esteves and Pastor 2001, Esteves
and Bohorquez 2007). Hence, there is a greater
emphasis on successful adoption of systems at the
firm level but not on continued usage and successful
assimilation at the individual employee level, even
though researchers emphasize that the extent of
ERP use by employees will have a positive effect on
ERP value (Ranganathan and Brown 2006). Perhaps the focus on firm level issues has existed because ERP implementation process in general takes
few years to complete and most implementations
were completed in the past few years. Hence, there
was not much data available to study post implementation issues.
In a survey of 62 Fortune 500 companies by
Benchmarking Partners Inc. for Deloitte Consulting;
one in four admitted that they suffered a drop in
performance when their ERP system went live. The
reason for the drop in the performance was attributed to several reasons including difficulties in
post-implementation, failure to achieve the promised benefits, low adoption and use by users, reduced actual usage, which taken together can lead
to negative impact on the business performance.
ERP implementation takes several years, and to
successfully obtain the stated benefits, it is important to understand how to assimilate the system into
business processes and lead it to routine use. Our
survey findings indicate that that we must shift the

We start with the premise that the user finally makes
or breaks the system. These complex systems are
often forced on employees, that is, they tend to be
mandated, and employees have no option other
than to learn the system or leave their current job.
However, the extent to which they learn to successfully use and assimilate the system in their daily
tasks will determine the success of the system.
Training is a good start. During training, not only
technical knowledge is should be transferred, but
users have to be trained in new business processes
and educated about the potential changes it could
bring into their work practices (Bingi et al. 1999,
Kang and Santhanam 2003).
Typically, organizations provide custom training
by developing an internal training curriculum that
focuses on their unique business processes and
enables users to come to terms with the changes
introduced by the system (Gupta 2000). However,
knowledge acquired via training is incomplete because it cannot provide users with all the information necessary to adapt the system to work, nor can
system misspecifications and problems be anticipated prior to system implementation (Kang and
Santhanam 2003; Gallivan et al. 2005; Sharma –
Yetton 2007). A proper understanding of how an
individual employees’ task relates to and interacts
with other tasks across multiple departments can be
obtained only when an employee deploys the EIS in
actual work and shares information with others. EIS
are geared to redesign business process and the
full impact of these changes in business routines will
be apparent to the employee only during actual
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system use. Hence, much learning occurs during
actual system use as a function of the activity, context and work patterns (Desanctis and Poole 1994;
Orliwkowski 2000; Kang and Santhanam 2003;
Santhanam et al. 2007; Sharma and Yetton 2007).
Referred also as situated learning, employees
revise their prior understanding of the system based
on their daily interactions with the system and with
their co-workers (Brown and Duguid 1991; Lave and
Wenger 1991; Orliwkowski 1996, 2000; Cook and
Brown 1999; Jasperson et al. 2005). EIS span multiple users across functional units within the organization; hence, existing business functions within the
organization may need to be reconfigured to meet
the requirements of the EIS, entailing users to acquire complex new knowledge and at the same time
unlearn large portions of what they already know
(Robey et al. 2002; Jones and Price 2004). This
requires considerable learning, information sharing,
and coordination among users after the system goes
live (Amoako-Gyampah and Salam 2004; Loh and
Koh 2004; Stapleton and Rezak 2004). Furthermore,
the integrated and interdependent nature of EIS
requires users to understand the manner in which
their tasks relate to and interact with other processes
at the unit, divisional and organizational levels. Thus,
in addition to learning new business processes directly relevant to their work, users have to communicate and coordinate to create new routines, and
participate in a collective learning process (Attewell
1992; Edmondson et al. 2001; Amoako-Gyampah
and Salam 2004; Loh and Koh 2004; Stapleton and
Rezak 2004). In situated learning contexts, learning
takes place as a function of employee interactions
with other employees within the context of work
practices (Cook and Brown 1999).
To facilitate situated learning, employees may
have to use their social relationships with one another,
and exchange information. The smoother the flow of
such information exchanges, the greater the lowering
of knowledge barriers, and the faster the assimilation
of the system into the work practices of the organization (Fichman and Kemerer 1997; Fichman 2000;
Robey et al. 2002). In particular, the post implementation period of multi-user EIS consists of extensive
interactions and exchanges of information among
employees as they adapt the system and modify exSEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

isting business practices and procedures (Barley 1990;
Attewell 1992; Fichman and Kemerer 1997; Pawlowski and Robey 2004). Appropriate social structures
are absolutely critical to facilitate these exchanges of
information; otherwise learning may be hindered and
the system could fail (Robey and Sahay 1996;
Fichman and Kemerer 1997; Fichman 2000). We use
social network theory to examine whether social
networks of employees facilitate the sharing of technology related information during post implementation
and impact the successful assimilation of an EIS.

Framework – Social Network Perspective
As seen in Figure 4-3, the social network perspective views individuals as embedded within a network
of interpersonal relations. A social network is a set
of nodes, with each node representing an actor, and
a set of ties, with each tie representing a relationship
between the actors (Brass 1995; Scott 2000). In
Figure 4-3, the node F (say an employee) is connected to only one other node/employee while G
(employee) is connected to three others.
F

E

C

B

G
H

D
A

Figure 4-3. A Sample Network Diagram
These types of differences in connections, strength
and diversity of employee relationships with other
individuals in the network influence their preferences,
actions, and behaviors (Brass et al. 2004). The actors may be individuals, groups or organizations.
The actors and the corresponding set of ties can be
depicted in the form of a network diagram and the
features (providing network measures) of the network can be computed at both the level of the
network as a whole (i.e. the organizational unit) and
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at the level of the individual actor (i.e. employee)
(Brass 1995). The focus is on the pattern of relationships among the actors rather than on the attributes of the actors. Social Network Analysis (SNA)
has been applied to understand many organizational phenomena, including the diffusion of medical
innovations, success of technical innovations, and
changes in social structures that occur after the
introduction of an information system (Barley 1990;
Burkhardt and Brass 1990; Burkhardt 1994; Cross
and Cummings 2004; Obstfeld 2005). We use SNA
to gauge the pattern of situated information exchanges that take place during the post adoptive
stage of EIS implementation and its impact on the
successful assimilation of the system.

Research Study Overview
Our study was a longitudinal study with data collected at three points in time over a one year time
period. We collected data on several different network measures and its job impact. In this paper, due
to exigencies of space, we present a few key preliminary findings. Using a survey questionnaire, we
collected data from over 500 users of an ERP system
deployed in a large educational institution. Our users
responded to the survey questionnaire immediately
after the system was rolled out (phase 1), six months
after it was rolled out (phase 2) and then after a year.
The survey measured users’ perceptions of system impact on their jobs. Our findings indicate that
social structures and relationships of employees
indeed play a very important role in facilitating information exchanges about the system. Employees
with strong ties to other employees and to the help
desk assimilate the system and perceive it as having
a significant impact on their jobs. We also found that
such network relationship measures of employees at
phase 1, related to measures of success after 6
months, and after a year. Overall, our findings indicate that the social relationships of individual employees affect EIS implementation over an above
individual employee attributes such as an employee’
perceptions of ease-of-use of the system, and their
self-efficacy beliefs. This suggests that organizations
must pay much greater attention to social learning
during the post implementation period.
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System and sample
The major vendor involved in the implementation of
this ERP was System-analyse und Programmentwicklung (SAP), and the software being implemented was the SAP R/3 (Higher Education &
Research) portfolio of ERP solutions. This included
several modules and we focused on the Financials
(FI) module because this was the first module implemented, the most complex of the modules, and
involved the maximum number of users within the
university community. We collected data from the
administrative staffs of the university who were
users of the “legacy” financial system and transitioning to the newly implemented FI module. We
had 55 distinct organizational units having 702 users of the ERP system.

Data Collection
We collected data using a survey questionnaire.
Network properties were obtained using the roster
method wherein each respondent was provided
with a list of other users of the ERP system within
their organizational unit and required to indicate
their ties with them. They were also asked to list
other sources where they obtained information such
as the help desk. The social network data were
analyzed using UCINET 6 (Borgatti et al. 2002).

Success Measure
As ERP systems are implemented primarily to enhance organizational efficiency and productivity,
individual impact would be an appropriate measure
of implementation success. Individual impact is
defined as “an indication that an IS has given the
user a better understanding of the decision context,
has improved an employees’ decision-making productivity, has produced a change in user activity, or
has changed the decision makers’ perception of the
importance of usefulness of the system (DeLone
and McLean 1992). This can include the generation
of new and innovative ideas, meeting client requirements, enhanced productivity and decision
quality, and time savings. We adapted an existing
questionnaire (Doll and Torkzadeh 1998) to suit this
study’s context.
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Analysis
One of the social network measures we tested was
the individual employees’ ego network. An employyees’ ego network describes his/her relationships
with other employees, i.e. the network anchored
around a particular employee (Brass 1995; Scott
2000). The size of an individual employee’s ego
network refers to the number of direct connections
an individual has. Because the successful integration of an ERP system requires users to acquire and
discuss features of the new system and how it might
be integrated into their work routines, a large ego
network will provide an employee with increased
access to other employees knowledge, and the ability to exchange much needed information. Employees with large ego networks will be thus better able to
use the system and find it to have a bigger impact on
their work. Based on the above, we proposed:

The size of an employee’s ego network will be
positively related to implementation success. Users
may not only learn from other employees but also
from the help desk-personnel. The helpdesk can
function as an important source of information regarding the ERP system. The help-desk can be
conceptualized as an actor within the network, with
users approaching it for system and job-related
information. A network in which users and support
systems (such as the help-desk) are conceptualized
as interacting with one another is called a multimodal network (Kane and Alavi 2005). Users that
have ties with the help desk will have increased
access to information regarding the EIS system and
hence will be able to utilize the EI system more
effectively. Hence, we proposed: An employees’ tie
with the help-desk will be positively related to implementation success.

Table 4-1. Descriptive Statistics (Mean SD) on Individual Employees
Phase 1
Phase 2
(n=207)
(n=156)
Age (Years)
44.33 (10.36)
44.45 (10.64)
Experience (Years)
6.70 (7.01)
6.96 (7.40)
1
Education
1.47 (1.11)
1.45 (1.14)
Involvement
1.44 (0.82)
1.48 (0.88)
2
Training
3.74 (1.39)
3.81 (1.33)
Unit Size
7.96 (2.71)
7.86 (2.59)
Self Efficacy
4.13 (1.27)
4.22 (1.23)
Task Structure
3.99 (1.10)
4.00 (1.11)
Ease of Use
3.93 (1.27)
4.13 (1.27)
Ego Size
57.31 (23.41)
58.58 (25.04)
Individual Impact
4.28 (0.96)
4.32 (1.22)
1 - Measured as: 0 = High school diploma, 1 = Associate’s, 2 = Bachelor’s, 3 = Master’s, 4 = Ph.D.
2 - Measured as number of training sessions
Measure

Findings and Discussion
On Table 4-1, we present the descriptive statistics
on our data. We conducted regression analysis to
identify the impact of social relationships by including several individual attribute variables to
control for their effects and to uniquely identify the
effects of social relationships. Three control variSEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

Phase 3
(n=142)
44.53 (10.82)
7.01 (7.64)
1.43 (1.14)
1.5 (0.91)
3.92 (1.22)
7.93 (2.69)
4.21 (1.24)
4.00 (1.12)
4.10 (1.24)
61.41 (24.05)
4.35 (1.25)

ables (self-efficacy, task structure, and ease of use)
were significantly related to individual impact. After
controlling for these effects, we found ego size to be
significantly related to individual impact in all three
time periods with beta coefficients of 0.15(p<0.01),
0.18 (p<0.01), 0.22 (p<0.01) in time periods 1, 2 and
3 respectively.
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Thus, we find strong support for our hypothesis
that “The size of an employee’s ego network will be
positively related to implementation success.” If a
user approached the help desk we coded it as 1 and
0 otherwise. We found similar results with the help
desk tie which had a significant positive relationship
with individual impact (p<.01), thus we find support
for H2 that “A user’s tie with the help-desk will be
positively related to implementation success.”
We conducted a survey of existing research on
EIS systems and found that not much attention was
being paid to what happened during the post-implementation period after a system had been rolled
out. We believed that user experiences, particularly
their learning related to system assimilation during
this critical period could impede or facilitate the
success of an EIS. We theorized that employees’
social relationships are important in this respect and
could help them have smooth information exchanges within other employees in their unit and elsewhere. At the individual level, we found that employees with a large ego network found the new
system to have greater impact on their job and to
provide better quality information, even when controlling for individual attributes such as self-efficacy.
These results were consistent at all three phases,
and Phase 1 network measures related to Phase 2
and Phase 3 success. Several social network characteristics of an employee measured immediately
after implementation were found to be significantly
related to individual impact and other dimensions of
implementation success. These strong positive findings underscore the importance of employee social relationships and their ability to easily exchange
information about the system with other employees.
We found users with strong ties to the help-desk
perceived the system to have a greater impact. This
finding is very critical given that in many corporations, helpdesks are being outsourced even though
some researchers have been stating that help
desks serve an important role (Govindarajulu and
Reithel 1998; Haggerty and Compeau 2002). In
spite of its importance, due to standardization of
service offerings and introduction of advanced
support technologies, there has been an increasing
emphasis on outsourcing of help-desk operations
(McNeill and Ragsdale 2004). Our findings indicate
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that these could have adverse consequences particularly in the context of implementation of large
EIS systems.In terms of practical implications, there
are plenty. Organizations typically rely on formal
training programs as the primary venue where users learn to use the new system, and thus, training
has been identified as the critical factor in implementation success of an EIS. Our research indicates that it is not only knowledge gathered during
training, but knowledge gained via information
transfers in the workplace that influences implementation success. Project managers and implementation teams must become cognizant of this
issue and start to work with employees during the
post implementation stage. It is important that facilities are established so that employees can interact and exchange system related information.
The importance of project management in the implementation of complex EIS systems has been
noted, but our findings go a step further and show
that project managers must pay attention to the
social context and structures in organizations.
Management could provide opportunities for social
interaction in the form of management retreats,
discussion forums, etc. One approach could be via
interventions such as forming discussion forums, ad
hoc meetings or setting-up electronic bulletin boards
for people to interact. Another approach could be to
use the formal training programs to foster employee
relationships and helping them understand who
knows what (Borgatti and Cross 2003; Sharma and
Yetton 2007). Our research suggests that it may be
important to provide considerable time for informal
interaction and discussion during formal training
program. Providing more opportunities to build
connections during training may facilitate postadoption interactions and implementation success.
There has been an increasing trend towards
outsourcing the help-desk function. Though the cost
savings might be considerable, it can lead to rapid
user dissatisfaction due to drop in service levels
arising out of a lack of knowledge on the part of the
service provider regarding the internal operations of
the organization (McNeill and Ragsdale 2004). Our
results indicate that for complex technology such as
EIS, the information flow between the user and the
help-desk played an important role in enhancing
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user productivity. Users who approached the help
desk for information regarding the system were able
to incorporate the system into their job tasks more
effectively. As an external help-desk service provider may not be aware of the job and task-specific
context in which users operate, they may not be
able to provide the quality of support needed to
master complex technologies. Organizations need
to approach their outsourcing activities carefully,
particularly for the institution of help-desks, as it
might have detrimental effects on technology implementation.
We are engaged in a program of research on
understanding the social relationships of employees
and its impact on EIS success, and these are some
preliminary results. Based on our findings, we believe that post-implementation processes must be
attended to, and therefore, we urge other researchers to examine the events during the post implementation period of an EIS.
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Outsourcing is now a feasible mean for Enterprise Information Systems (EIS) cost savings, but do however increase the complexity substantially when many organizations are involved. We set out to study EIS outsourcing
with many interorganizational partners in a large Scandinavian high-tech organization SCANDI, trying to answer
the question: Why does SCANDI engage in very complex EIS outsourcing arrangements? To answer this question
we observed numerous meetings and collected data from interviews in four parts of SCANDI. After transcribing
and analyzing our data we found at first just the rational cost saving explanation; but then with a more careful
analysis focusing on institutional factors, other explanations “behind the curtain” were revealed, such as management consultants with a “best practice” agenda, people promoting outsourcing thereby being promoted
themselves, and outside training leading to a belief in outsourcing as a “silver bullet” solving everything.

Introduction
Enterprise Information Systems (EIS) is a technology that provides an organization the possibility of
integrating and coordinating business processes.
An EIS is one single (big) system central to the
organization. Today many EIS are bought as
packages from vendors such as the German SAP or
the American ORACLE. EIS outsourcing is the
practice where the organization purchases goods or
services that were previously provided internally
(Lacity and Hirschheim 1993: 74). We further mean
42

any type of outsourcing involving EIS and Information Technology (IT). This includes application development on top of the EIS, operation of a data
center running EIS, project management in relation
to EIS, business processes enabled by the EIS, or
the entire IS function (this definition inspired by
Dibbern et al. 2004).
EIS outsourcing thus means aggregating specific tasks or entire processes and moving them to
one or more outsourcing vendors, typically to a
place where wages are lower or where a more ap-
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propriate business structure can be provided to
deliver the IS goods and services (McFarlan and
DeLacey 2004). Organizations have claimed that IS
outsourcing reduces cost and time, increases quality and reliability of product and services, improves
business performance, and releases organizations
to concentrate on core competencies (McFarlan
and DeLacey 2004). A McKinsey study shows that
for every dollar that US companies spend on services moved offshore, a saving of 58 cents is
achieved mainly on wages, and further concludes
“that offshore services are identical to those they
replace – and at better times” (Bloch and Spang
2003; McFarlan and DeLacey 2004: 1)
The reasons why organizations outsource IS are
dominated by rational explanations related to
bounded rationality and opportunism (Williamson
1981) where cost savings seem to be a prevailing
explanation repeated in literature (Bloch and Spang
2003; Dibbern et al. 2004; Lacity and Hirschheim
1993; McFarlan and DeLacey 2004; Olson 2007).
However, though a majority of extant literature
finds mainly rational explanations for engaging in IS
outsourcing (Dibbern et al. 2004; McFarlan and
DeLacey 2004; Olson 2007), our own experience
from many companies and from many outsourcing
arrangements made us speculate whether there was
more to it? Could it be that there were both “front
stage” rational explanations as well as other different
“back stage” explanations – “behind the curtain” to
use a theater metaphor?
To address this curiosity we set out to study IS
outsourcing in a large Scandinavian high-tech organization, SCANDI, which is a case with many interorganizational partners involved in their sourcing
arrangements, our research question being: Why
does SCANDI engage in very complex IS outsourcing arrangements?
The paper is organized as follows. First we introduce our research method based on the interpretive paradigm. Then we explain the Institutional
Theory which is the theoretical lens used in this paper. The section that follows outlines the SCANDI
case study. The analysis behind the curtain is then
presented, and is followed by discussion and implication. Finally, we present some concluding remarks.
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Research Method
To answer our research question we studied many
relevant documents, gathered data from interviews in
four parts of SCANDI, and we observed numerous
meetings, our aim being to obtain in-depth knowledge about outsourcing arrangements and events in
SCANDI, contextualized by an EIS life cycle, which
makes up the scenery for the outsourcing events –
describing content, context and process (Pettigrew
1987). The methodology we adopted was a contexualized, interpretive one, using the technique of case
study research (Pettigrew 1990; Walsham 2002;
Walsham 2006; Yin 2003). Interpretive research
attempts to understand phenomena through the
meanings that people assign to them (Myers and
Avison 2002), and access to reality is through social
constructions such as language, consciousness and
shared meanings (Berger and Luckmann 1966;
Myers and Avison 2002).
We designed our study to be longitudinal, starting
early 2008, with an overall interpretive research approach - the empirical study is still ongoing (as of
June 2009). Fieldwork was (and is) conducted in four
parts of SCANDI. We are using a number of data
collection methods such as twenty semi-structured
interviews, document analysis and participant observation. The aim of the data collection was to understand and interpret from the interviewee’s perspective why SCANDI engage in the multiple outsourcings, and how the interviewee sees the context
and process, for instance the business context. A
number of participant observations were also conducted.
Data analysis has followed the interpretive tradition
(Walsham 2002; Walsham 2006). Interviews were
transcribed and notes were taken from the meetings
we observed. These data and documents were then
coded and analyzed. At first we just found the rational
cost saving explanation. But then a more careful
qualitative data analysis (Miles and Huberman 1994)
revealed a number of explanations “behind the curtain”. In the specific case, we followed five steps inspired by Goetz and LeCompte (1981). First, we
scanned and coded all the data and documents collected. Second, we went back and forth between data
and categories to reveal everything in the data. Third,
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we set out to create typologies for the categories. In
doing that, we decided to use institutional theory
(Scott 2008) as we found it to be very useful. Fourth,
we determined relationships that existed between the
categories using institutional theory. And finally, as the
fifth step we created our conclusion.

The Rational Explanation
The theoretical lenses used in this study have
evolved over time in reaction to our progressive
understanding of data collected during field work.
Rational explanations were fairly straightforward
identifiable while the institutional explanations came
out of the idea of looking for complementary “behind
the curtain” explanations in interpreting the field
data and inspiration from IS literature.
We adopted Institutional Theory (INT) to explain
outsourcing decisions because the theoretical constructs in INT are recognizable in our empirical study,
where INT is related to institutional pressures like
regulations, social norms and copying other institutions' structures and practices as a collective rationality (DiMaggio and Powell 1991; Scott 2008). The
theoretical lens applied is presented in the conceptual
framework below, which is used to answer the research question.

Figure 5-1. Conceptual framework combining rational and institutional factors
Figure 5-1. shows that both rational and institutionnal factors influence the outsourcing process that is
the decision-making process to adopt outsourcing,
and thereby make up the determinants for outsourcing (why outsource). Rational and institutional
44

factors are effecting each other (hence the arrows
between them in the figure above) where for instance rational factors rooted in organizational efficiency elaborates into rationalized institutional
myths.
As said above we found institutional theory (INT)
to be very useful in coding and understanding our
data. Scott (2008) presents a two-dimensional
analytical framework with pillars and carriers. One
dimension is the regulative, the normative and the
cognitive pillars. The regulative pillar represents
repeated actions because of explicit laws or rules
that exist, like the Sarbanes Oxley in USA. The
normative pillar implies repeated actions due to
values and norms (Scott 2008), for instance professional associations which provide guidelines for
IS outsourcing and thereby promote outsourcing to
organizations. The last pillar is cognitive, where
repeated patterns occur from a desire to be or look
like others, e.g. executives are mimicking outsourcing practices as “organizations tend to model
themselves after similar organizations in their field
that they perceive to be more legitimate or successful” (DiMaggio and Powell 1991: 70). The
bases of legitimacy of the three pillars are different
and sometimes in conflict (Scott 2001: 61).
The three pillars exert institutional pressures on
institutions leading to a process of homogenization
captured as isomorphism, i.e. “a constraining process that forces one unit in a population to resemble
other units that face the same set of environmental
conditions” (DiMaggio and Powell 1991: 66). Professionals with a formal standardized education are
important sources of isomorphism in organizations
(DiMaggio and Powell 1991), for instance MBAs
trained in outsourcing at business schools can make
up a normative institutional pressure on organizations to adapt outsourcing strategies as an organizational norm. Rational arguments are sometimes
stated, but are actually disguised emotional arguments based on institutional pressures, which cannot be objecttively tested. These are known as rationalized myths, and are part of the institutional
context where organizations pursue to “maximize
their legitimacy and increase their resources and
survival capabilities” (Meyer and Rowan 1991: 53).
The other dimension in Scott’s analytical framework
SEFBIS Journal 2009. No.4.
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is designated carrier. Institutions are embedded in
various kinds of carriers, repositories or vehicles
(Scott 2008). The formation and development of
these carriers can be viewed as involving structure
and action (Giddens 1984; Scott 2008). Carriers
could be symbolic systems, relational systems, routines, ideas, and artifacts, and they are all viewed as
consisting of structure and action, but relate to different subtypes of structure (Scott 1995). EIS are for
instance artifacts carrying institutional logic (Gosain
2004), which are adopted in organizations, but also
customized to align with local requirements.

mentation project (milestone M4) was started in 2007
and is expected to be launched in January 2009
(milestone M5).

T h e SCANDI c a s e
This section describes the empirical case study and
provides a time-ordered process view of the case
study (Miles and Huberman 1994: 110-122; Newman and Robey 1992). SCANDI, a pseudonym, is a
Scandinavian company with 10,000+ employees
producing and selling high-tech services. Today
SCANDI is a result of a merge of several companies,
some of which have existed for more than 100 years.
SCANDI has existed in its present form since the
beginning of the 1990s. SCANDI is operating in a
highly competitive environment.
SCANDI has been a traditional full-fledged company, performing primary activities like logistics, operations, sales and marketing, services as well as
supporting activities like administration, human resource management, procurement, information systems services etc. (Porter and Millar 1985). SCANDI
started to outsource both primary and secondary
activities including IS from the beginning of the new
millennium, and the rate of outsourcing has increased since then. In 1996 SCANDI decided to
implement one of the globally leading enterprise
systems in the market. The next section describes
the story of this enterprise system (ES). Figure 5-2.
shows a timeline with several milestones (M1 to M5)
and four outsourcing events (O1 to O4). The financial
system (FS) is part of the EIS and was launched in
1996 (milestone M1) while the supply chain system
(SCS) was operational from 2001-2002 (milestone
M2) with a major extension in 2004 (milestone M3)
where a logistic legacy system was closed down and
the functionality transferred to the EIS. A reimple-
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Figure 5-2. Important Milestones at SCANDI.
In the lower right corner the four outsourcing events
are placed time wise; more information in Figure 5-3
FS covers financial management including general
ledger, account receivables and payables etc. with
about 40 heavy users. SCS is used by more than
100 heavy users for purchasing management and
inventory management. Another user group of
3000+ ad hoc users is using SCS much like an
online shopping solution with shopping cart to register purchase order requisitions.
The EIS, consisting of both FS and SCS, is integrated to 40+ other information systems via
middleware integration or simple batch oriented integration, which means that the EIS is part of a fairly
complex technical infrastructure. The four outsourcing events are detailed in Figure 5-3. Four
different tasks are shown to the left (of the timeline):
(1) IT development which is configuring the EIS and
developing interfaces etc., (2) IT project management responsible for managing projects related to
the EIS, (3) IT operation taking care of operating the
technical infrastructure, and (4) finally a task called
other project tasks (employees in SCANDI who
gradually build up EIS expertise and take care of
project tasks).
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Figure 5-3. Outsourcing events with related vendors
Four organizations are involved in performing the
tasks. The bars in Figure 5-3 indicate (containing
vendor names inside) which organization is assigned
to which task at a given period; the mixture of bars
and texture illuminating the increasing complexity
with many interorganizational partners.

1996-2007 the First Long Period with EIS
The financial system (FS) part of the EIS was operational back in 1996 (milestone M1), and has
been used for more than 10 years with several upgrades since then. Discussions with finance users
indicate that FS is well institutionalized at SCANDI.
SCS was in operation from 2001-2002 (milestone
2). A major extension to SCS was completed in
spring 2004 (milestone 3) by SCANDI, and this release has been operational for several years. The
first operational period with the extended SCS from
spring 2004 was harsh with severe problems and
performance drops during the first half year according to interviewee A. The period from the major extension of SCS in spring 2004 and until summer
2007 could be characterized as a period with mainly
operation of the ES and only few IT development
activities like bug fixing and implementation of minor
enhancements.
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Further development of the EIS was outsourced to
Outsourcing Vendor A in summer 2005 (outsourcing
event #1) as part of a more comprehensive outsourcing agreement covering many applications, and
the EIS was “suddenly” managed by two parties.
One of the reasons for this outsourcing is that “the
ERP-area is not business critical for SCANDI and
therefore suitable for outsourcing” (Press Release #1).

The Re-Implementation from 2007
The EIS had evolved into a much customized standard system since the first implementation in 1996.
About 400 customizations were part of the “EIS luggage” leading to difficulties in upgrading the EIS, and
thereby locking SCANDI into an old EIS architecture.
This situation was untenable, and something had to
be done! A re-implementation project (RE-ES project),
was therefore started in summer 2007 covering both
FS and SCS functionality. The purpose of the project
was amongst other things to (1) reduce the number of
customizations to less than 150, (2) modernize application architecture and thereby prepare for future
functionality, (3) optimize business processes, and (4)
better utilize standard functionality. The RE-ES project
is seen as a technical reimplementation project with
very few benefits for business.
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SCANDI takes another outsourcing step in spring
2008 (outsourcing event #3) by outsourcing more than
200 employees to Outsourcing Vendor B, meaning
that “project management” and “other project tasks”
are transferred to Outsourcing Vendor B (see Figure
5-3) reducing the number of SCANDI employees further, which muddles the water even more, since
Outsourcing Vendor B has several resources involved
in RE-ES, but is still not represented at management
level. This additional outsourcing is expanding the
outsourcing agreements with Outsourcing Vendor B,
and the SCANDI chief information officer states in a
press release (Press Release #3):
“We already have an excellent relationship with
[Outsourcing Vendor B] in several areas and are
pleased to expand it further to include management
of our legacy application portfolio…The new
agreement will enable us to further modernize and
consolidate our applications so they deliver the
capabilities our business requires”
Finally, the internal anchoring of RE-ES in SCANDI
is changed during summer 2008, when RE-ES
becomes part of a large company-wide program,
which is managed by Outsourcing Vendor C (outsourcing event #4). The consequence for RE-ES is
that Outsourcing Vendor C takes over the responsibility for project management, and is overall responsible for RE-ES.

Analysis: Behind the Curtain
The SCANDI case study both makes up the scenery
for the complex EIS outsourcing engagements and
shows the consequences of these engagements,
but does only to some extent answer the research
question, “why does SCANDI engage in such a
complex IS outsourcing landscape” as shown in
Figure 5-3. above. The answer came out of the data
analysis At first we just found rational cost savings
as the prevailing explanation, then a more careful
analysis revealed a number of institutional explanations “behind the curtain”.

Rational Economic Explanations
Outsourcing is in many cases directly linked to attained cost savings, but often together with many
other factors like higher flexibility, access to specialist
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

expertise etc. (Olson 2007). All of the outsourcing
engagements mentioned in the case study are related “to simplifying and obtaining effectiveness in
business operation” (Press-release #4), being proxies for cost savings (Williamson 1981). The cost
saving is also perceived to lead to a healthy and
attractive company for the shareholders.
The rational economic explanations for outsourcing are fairly overt when reading press releases and interviewing people, while institutional
explanations are more covert. For example interviewee A states, “my impression is that the management team at SCANDI is driven by key economic figures and management consultants' analyzes”, and this is supported by another quotation, “I
know that management consultants are working
with executive management at the highest level …and very close to the chief information officer…positioning what to outsource [based on best
practices, benchmarks etc.]” (Interviewee C). This
means that the management consultants “bring”
analyzes with benchmark numbers for companies
to SCANDI, for instance how many IT people should
be employed by SCANDI? Thereby impacting outsourcing decisions whether they are rationally substantiated or not. This is an example where management consultants “travel with best practices”
(Czarniawska and Joerges 1996), and they could
be seen as a profession, enacting normative institutional pressures on the organizations they encounter (Scott 2008). The executive management
team at SCANDI nevertheless disguises the outsourcing decision on benchmark numbers as a
rational economic decision to obtain organizational
efficiency.

Interpretive Explanations
The culture about using EIS at SCANDI has been
driven by dissimilarity, where each department is
different, and has its own requirements and needs,
to be fulfilled by different information systems. E.g.
one of the reasons for the many interfaces to the
central financial system (FS) presented in the case
study, is that many departments have their own decentralized financial systems, and the management
has accepted this “culture of dissimilarity”.
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EIS outsourcing is used to change the culture,
which is difficult to change as it is highly institutionalized “I think SCANDI tries to break up the structures by virtue of outsourcing, and that might be
possible in the long run” (interviewee B), and
“Outsourcing could be a good instrument if you want
to change a culture which is so highly institutionalized, and driven by that we are all different” (interviewee C). The number of change requests was
reduced dramatically after outsourcing of IT development to Outsourcing Vendor A in 2005, and
this was an important change in operating style,
which would have been nearly impossible without
outsourcing. Outsourcing is thus used to force a
cultural change!
The outsourcing practice at SCANDI has become
institutionalized, designated as a typified action. A
typified action does not come out of thin air or vacuum, but is created by actors of flesh and blood over
time as a historical process (Berger & Luckmann
1966; Weber and Glynn 2006: 1645), and there
seems to be at least two key actors at SCANDI doing
this institutional work (Lawrence & Suddaby 2006).
Two key actors (manager 1 and 2) say:
– Manager 1: “I think…that it gives prestige to
undertake outsourcings…the people who got
promoted at SCANDI, are the people who have
carried through several outsourcings and cut
down the number of employees…let me give an
example: [Manager 1] was responsible for outsourcing of IT development [outsourcing event
O1] in 2005, he was promoted to an important
line of business, where he has been head of division for the last couple of years, and nearly
everything has been outsourced in his
reign…and he gets a lot of attention from the
executive management” (interviewee A).
– Manager 2: “If I should point towards a central
individual who has relatively much to say…it is
[Manager 2]. He was three years ago a successful head of a purchasing department…and
he created an extreme large power base and
position, by virtue of good outsourcing deals for
SCANDI…and I am quite sure that the “outsourcing silver bullet” from the purchasing department also characterizes the governance of
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the IT department [where Manager 2 is currently
responsible]” (interviewee C).
So undertaking the outsourcing practice gives
prestige to key actors and creates an extreme
power base, which is supporting values like power,
wealth and management control (Hatch 1997: 211)
and encouraging key actors in SCANDI to continue
to undertake outsourcings. The “prestige and promotion factor” associated with outsourcings has
probably a contagious influence on other actors,
both as an attractive norm (unwritten rule) and as a
script to copy (Scott 2001; Scott 2008) – in short a
“silver bullet” or “a recipe for success”.

Conclusion
EIS outsourcing arrangements are often quite complex and it is feasible to ask why companies engage
in such very complex outsourcing arrangements? To
answer this question we analyzed documents, observed meetings and gathered data from interviews
in four parts of SCANDI. Our first round of analysis
revealed just the rational cost saving explanation.
But then a second round of analysis using institutional theory found other explanations - “behind the
curtain” as we called it - such as management consultants with a “best practice” agenda, people promoting outsourcing thereby being promoted themselves, and a believe in outsourcing as a “silver bullet”, a recipe to success, solving everything.
It is thus relevant to consider both rational and
institutional explanations in a given EIS outsourcing
case, and not just “run away” with obvious front stage
explanations without considering behind the curtain
back stage institutional explanations. This finding
could be used to understand one's own behavior in
similar situations and maybe especially other people's behaviors, statements and arguments.
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Organizational IT departments has to face economic downturn, and because of the strong demand of business
areas, cost reduction is inevitable. Short term cost cutting efforts are highly visible but they risk the long term
competitiveness. Long term cost cutting efforts have sustainable impact, but cannot help in the current fight for
survival. The survey among Hungarian IT departments showed, that the organizations try to find the balance in
these challenging times.

Introduction
Stevie Sacks, an executive of a leader IT service
management supplier prepared a study in 2004
about IT cost reduction (years before the current
economic crisis). The study started as the following:
“In an economic climate of slow and cautious growth,
IT is under intense pressure to manage costs and
ensure that spending is well aligned with business
drivers” (Sacks, 2004). If these thoughts were true
in 2004, in the area of slow and cautious growth,
how should be information technology managed
during downturn?
An economic downturn always creates the pressure for organisations to rethink their operations.
There are already several studies and analysis on
managing critical situations (e.g. Nunes et al, 2009;
Rhodes-Stelter, 2009; Williamson-Zeng, 2009).
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Conclusions of these studies suggest traditional
solutions, that are useful in any economic climate:
cost reduction, conscious debt management, analysis of customer behaviour, reducing organisational
complexity, increase the visibility of organisational
processes. Bőgel (2009) summarises these advices
as the following: “...take the issues seriously, you
have not take before. Do, what you have not done”.
Although there are several possible solutions,
organisations started to concentrate on cost cutting
issues, stop investments, developments and hires.
The question is, whether these actions will increase
the efficiency of the organisations, and what will
happen, when the crisis is over?
Through stopping developments inside, and
postponing strategy executions, organisations are
not able to enhance their productivity, and while the
world is changing, these organisations have no anSEFBIS Journal 2009. No.4.
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swer to the present and future challenges. Of course
organisations should decide wisely where to put the
money in these times, but they have to consider both
short-term and long-term investments.
The pressure of the crisis is also a good opportunity to reconsider the current practice of the organisation: Are we doing everything perfectly? In
which points can we enhance our practice? Where
are the bottlenecks? Are our resources used efficiently and effectively?

Value of IT in downturn
In order to understand the role of information
technology, especially the role during downturn, its
value creating function of information technology
should be explored. Each business unit in an enterprise has different requirements on IT support,
therefore through the standardisation of IT services
this unique advantage can be lost. In order to avoid
losing flexibility, every business unit, and every
business service requires unique analysis of the
problems that will provide an added value (Marwaha-Willmott, 2006):
– Cost reduction: Typically in case of transaction-dependent activities, e.g. back-office activities. In this case economies of scale can be
achieved, and standardisation is usually not a
problem. Centralised ERP systems, central
procurement systems, business process management solutions can provide cost reduction.
– Enhancing time-to-market ratio, or quality: It
is hard to apply standard solutions in this field, IT
investments are evaluated based on the contribution to the business, but IT solutions can
create new, and more efficient ways for production, marketing, customer analysis and for alternative distribution channels.
– Business innovation with IT: Should be
managed as a separate unit in an organisation
or as an integrated subsidiary. Because innovation, research and development activities include high level of risk, and success rate is very
low, these areas can not be managed as any
other business unit, or part of any business unit.
Moreover: while IT efficiency can be achieved by
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any organisation, innovative use of information
technology is rare (Sevillia, Monnoyer, 2008).
Offered IT services should be based on the organisational IT strategy, that sets good basis for any
operational, but especially for the development
activities. During strategic review, analysis of every
service is required in order to explore the widely
accepted and used solutions. If standardisation is
available, these services should be transformed into
a cost-effective mass-service, and concentrate on
other business services with unique IT solutions.
During development of the IT service portfolio,
every business requirements should be analysed
uniquely. Based on the analysis phase, the IT service portfolio should include both centralised standard services and unique, innovative services and
projects for business units. The analysis provides
also a good basis for the priorising of IT resources.
Centralised solutions, based on the IT strategy have
importance even in case of tailormade solutions
through providing a common technological background, infrastructure, guidelines for vendor management, or platforms.
The question is, whether these basic guidelines
on using information technology and developing a
service portfolio are useable during downturn?
IT costs consist of operational and development
costs. If operational costs are reduced, the operational quality may be endangered. If development
costs are cut, future business opportunities will be
delayed, and critical capabilities will be missing to
support business. For conscious cost cutting IT and
business have to work together to prioritise future
developments and consider the business case behind expectations.
Moreover, IT investments can create more value
than any saving gained from cost cutting (Kaplan et
al, 2008). Top of that, in several companies IT is
successfully integrated with business processes,
and cost cutting became highly complicated. It is
also time for efficiency development: rationalising IT
processes, standardisation and applying best practices. If a company does not have visible IT processes, it is high time to develop them, based on ITIL,
and reduce costs based on CobIT.
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Another question is how technology trends and
developments in the near future can provide new
opportunities for introducing new solutions? The
pressure on the IT departments for cost reduction
and enhanced efficiency will increase, therefore the
question of sourcing solutions (insourcing, outsourcing, co-sourcing, partnerships, KPOs, service
centers, etc.) will arise with the expectation of fast
solutions. (Spang, 2009). Decision makers should
consider, that any cost cutting on IT will have impact
even in the next month, while enhancements require 6-18 months.
Planning the IT budget for a year or securing
additional resources for development projects was
always hard for CIOs, because the financial background and clear financial benefits of IT developments were far from clear. In downturn we should
see this challenge as an opportunity: CIOs should
present the expected results based on hard evidence and facts, and it pressures IT departments to
manage IT in a more conscious basis. The competition for internal resources will increase, and even
in radical situations the whole IT budget for development will be erased, and transformed into part of
the budget of business units (Spang, 2009). Seems
to be dangerous, but thinking positively it results a
tighter cooperation between IT and business, and
new developments will be perceived as business,
and not as IT projects.

Cutting IT Costs
Cutting IT costs are usually one of the first areas,
that seems to be promising for business areas. In
the following, the main cost factors of an IT department are identified, especially concentrating on
the cost cutting and optimisation possibilities, both
in the areas of operations and development.

Operation costs
Operation costs related to providing IT services and
business as usual, concentrating to the management of existing services, and the background infrastructure. The main cost categories are: human
resources, licence fees, public utilities (like electricity), renting fees, background materials (like a
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printer toner), security tools, etc. In the following the
main cost cutting possibilities are analysed.
– Human resources: Although operating an IT infrastructure demands high cost level itself, human
resources take serious part of the budget. The first
idea for reducing costs is the optimisation of human resources, meaning considering layoffs, or
stopping new hires. If these steps are based on a
conscious analysis, and performed together with
the optimisation of operational processes, the results can be promising. But without a wellgrounded
plan, layoffs can result declining work efficiency,
overloaded workforce, or increasing number of
mistakes.
– Process management: In order to provide visible,
controllable IT operations, process management is
the first step for any further enhancement. Exploring and modelling the processes themselves is
a good basis for performance development, because executives can see a clear structure of activities and required resources. Recorded processes create a clear responsibility and accountability structure, therefore it is a good basis for
human resource optimisation. For IT process
management international best practices, like ITIL,
MOF or eSCM are a good basis to start with.
– Conscious supplier management: Organisations
tend to follow a low-risk, conservative supplier
policy, meaning maintaining long-term partnership
with existing, good performing suppliers. Over the
time, as a supplier builds strongly in daily operations, this long term relationship results a high
level of dependency on existing partners. In these
situations the supplier has power to raise prices.
In a more conscious supplier management approach, suppliers should be selected along with
the goals of the information strategy, considering
long term risks and benefits.
– Sourcing models: For reducing operation costs,
business decision makers usually consider the
option of changing the sourcing model for IT
services, reorganising the IT department into an
internal or external centralised service centre, or
outsourcing the whole function. Although these
options can result a significant cost reduction,
based on the mass-efficiency, these approaches
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cannot provide a universal solution. Partly or
fully outsourcing services, or centralising function are mostly efficient in case of services that
are easy to standardise, and flexibility is not the
first priority. Moreover, the results of these
models in cost will appear only in medium term,
although these cost cuttings have long term
impact. The challenge of these decisions is that
outsourcing of an unorganised internal operation
can not be changed in a few days, but it can
cause additional costs in short term. To prevent
this trap, prior changing the sourcing model
process and service optimisation is necessary.
– Reducing losses, managing risks: Operational
risks can cause serious losses for every organisation, and IT services are strongly vulnerable.
Identifying and assessing risks is a good basis
for risk management efforts, to prevent future
losses. These efforts should consider the costs
of risk management against expected losses,
and approaches should target the main risk
categories.
– Operation optimisation: Organisations maintain
several IT services that are rarely used, and do
pay for licenses and supports that are never
used. In order to reduce costs the assessment of
these services should be performed, analysing
the rate and intensity of usage, business impact
of a service, and real business requirements.
Services, and the required infrastructure can be
evaluated based on these assessments, and
existing capacities can be used for more important services. Moreover, based on the newest technologies, like virtual servers, or centralised services, additional costs can be spared.

Development costs and innovation
Comparing to operations, developments concentrate on creating new projects for business advantage. Developments are organised and managed in
projects, with dedicated resources, time limits and
clear expectations. Unfortunately the success rate
and effectiveness of IT projects is rather challenging
in every industry, and with more conscious project
management efforts, significant cost reduction can
be achieved. During downturn, the risk of stopping
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or reducing the number of development projects
becomes high that results static IT and business
capabilities. Main areas for a more conscious
management of innovation are the following:
– Specify business demands: Changing business
requirements during a project, especially in the
second part of projects can result in significant
and increasing level of additional costs. Business requirements should be explored and recorded in the early phases of a project, to avoid
unnecessary changes. Unfortunately, decision
makers try to reduce projects cost on reducing
the resources and time for these specification
efforts. A good requirement specification can
reach 25-35% of project costs and 30-50% of
project time. As development reaches newer
and newer stages, any change in the requirements results in exponentially increasing costs,
and can result a multiple level of project costs
and time comparing to the original baseline.
– Conscious project management: There is a
strong inverse correlation between project success and project complexity (project length,
developed functions, impacted units, etc.). Reducing project risk (and costs) is to reduce the
complexity of the projects through dividing project goals into independent segments, and
managing more, but smaller projects. Another
tool is to prepare regular milestones to check
project health. With these simple efforts, projects
become more controllable, and problems can be
identified earlier, giving a chance to intervene.
– Unnecessary developments: A regular problem
is the development of already existing solutions
in organisations. The problem is not counting the
existing capacities and capabilities. Why should
a billing system be changed, if the existing one is
working perfectly? A telecom company wanted
to acquire a service management tool in a development project. The company selected a
well-known, international supplier, and during
the preparatory phase this supplier suggested to
check the existing software the telecom company already has, because a few years ago they
bought already licences. The supplier manager
did not know this fact, and after checking the
existing licences that can be also used for ser53
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vice management, the telecom company had to
spend less on this procurement.
– Project business case: Although IT developments
are usually hard to justify, and in order to secure
development budget both business and IT departments have to provide clear calculations
about the business costs and expected benefits
of developments. Although calculations cannot
be perfect, efforts on creating a business case
provides a better understanding of business expectations and IT possibilities, and helps to filter
the not-viable solutions. This approach is a proactive risk (and cost) reduction solution.
– Open source solutions: Several companies exclude the use of open-source solutions, that could
cost only a fraction of other tools. Using opensource solutions does not mean free solutions, but
considering the TCO (total cost of ownership)
calculations, and the expected functionality, it can
be a good alternative of traditional programmes.

Research background
This paper presents the findings of a research on IT
challenges, performed among the Hungarian IT service management applying companies in the first half
of 2009, concentrating on downturn issues. Research data were collected through anonymous
questionnaires, and complemented with case study
findings. The questionnaires were filled voluntarily,
mostly by mid-level IT executives and IT employees.

The target sample consists of organisations that have
critical IT infrastructure, and the do plan or currently
use IT service management solutions, therefore they
are valid representatives of the Hungarian information
management practitioners. 15% of the organisations
are micro or small enterprise, 20% are medium-sized
enterprise, and 65% of them are largesized enterprises. Organisations both represent the public sector
(35%) and the private sector (65%).

Research Findings on Cost Reduction
The practice of information technology is mostly one
the first areas, where executives try to start cost
cutting (Spang, 2009): providing IT and business
services demands high operational costs, but the
return of IT services is hard to measure. IT departments continuously face the extreme challenge
of showing the value of their work, but failing this
challenge means, that business customers perceive
information technology as a rather expensive, but
mostly useless area, and results increased interest
of cutting IT costs. Based on our research findings
the crisis already reached the IT departments. Every
researched organisation reported several measures
in the area of IT to reduce costs. Other surveys
(Worthen, 2008) already indicated preliminary cost
reduction activities: The CIO Executive Board polled
its members, 59% of the surveyed CIOs already
started negotiations to change parameters of the
existing supplier contracts, and 61% of them started
to rethink the actual IT budget.

100,00%
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60,00%
40,00%
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Not expected
Planned
Already accomplished

Figure 6-1. Short term crisis measures ordered by accomplished actions (Research findings)
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Short term cost reduction
Our survey shows, that first measures concentrate
on stopping as much thing, as possible, to reconsider the status and possibilities of the IT Department (see Figure 6-1). IT departments identified the
huge cost group of human resources: the most
popular measure was stopping to hire any new
employee to the IT departments, indicated by over
68% of the respondents, but layoffs started only in
less than quarter of the companies, and only less
than 18% of the organizations started to reduce the
salaries of IT employees. Although salaries and
other allowances create huge cost for organizations, companies plan to wait, instead of intervening
in this area. If further short term plans are analyzed,
measures on human costs are the least wanted
actions, comparing to other activities.
The crisis has strong impact on a TOP5 Hungarian Bank. Because of the organization-wide cost
cutting expectation (driven by the multinational
parent-bank), several investments and developments had to be stopped. It has serious impact on
the IT department, because a deep transformation
project was on the way, that expected to have im100,00%
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60,00%
50,00%
40,00%
30,00%
20,00%
10,00%
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pact on the performance and long term operation
costs of the whole IT department. The IT department managed to accomplish several short term
cost cutting actions successfully, but whole, and
part budgets were decreased. The bank has chosen
the surviving strategy: beside ongoing developments, every new innovation was stopped. These
measures have short term impact on costs, but in
medium term the expected solutions will be missed,
and will have negative impact on incomes. Bank
employees hope that after these times of rigorous
budgets, with newer solutions they will be able to
close the gap that arises in the following months
and years. Following the international trends, CIOs
concentrate on postponing procurements (especially hardware and software), stopping or limiting
already running developments. Almost half of the
respondents reported postponed procurements, but
together with short term plans almost 95% of the
companies is using this tool. Almost the third of the
organisations stopped or limited already the development projects but with the short term plans
almost 90% of the respondents use this approach.

Planned
Already accomlished

Figure 6-2. Planned and already accomplished short term crisis measures (Research Findings)
Renegotiating contracts and future plans with suppliers and consultants requires the cooperation of
both parties. Suppliers can try to resist to customer
demands, but risking their long term partnerships,
and the renewing of their contracts, therefore they
are leaning towards finding a compromise. A little
more than 40% of the companies already started
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

the negotiation, which shows that Hungarian companies are behind the international trends (comparing to the international 58% at the end of 2008).
Considering the planned actions, almost 90% of the
companies will start negotiations with suppliers in
this year, which makes the third popular measure in
this survey.
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Consultants are in a little better position: Only 20%
of the companies suspended the consulting projects,
that mirrors the results of another international survey (Sevillia-Monnoyer, 2008), in which consultants
were evaluated as the most value adding players
among external IT suppliers, while contractor agencies and hardware providers were the least recognised among CIOs. Consultants cannot be happy,
because with the short term plans, altogether 55% of
the companies try to cut costs on them.

Long term plans
In longer terms, organisations consider several other
options that require a more conscious preparation,
and have no immediate impact on costs (see Figure
6-3). Following the pre-crisis trends operation optimisation efforts are the most popular solutions: or-

ganisations continuously look for new technologies
and solutions to exploit their existing infrastructure,
or to achieve higher service levels with lower costs. A
little over 72% of the respondents plan to concentrate
on operation optimisation. Process management,
especially BPR was one of the magic concepts in the
1990s (Davenport-Short, 1990; Hammer, 1990). The
approach passed the peak of inflated expectations
and finally reached its maturity to be a productivity
tool. Unfortunately process management creates a
less flexible, but more controllable environment. In IT
departments employees are not good in following
rules and policies, but the complexity of IT departments demand these efforts, and more than 60% of
the companies plan to investigate this opportunity,
especially in the IT department.
.
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optimisation management of IT Service
Management

Changing
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Developing Using openIT risk
project
soruce
management
management solutions

Figure 6-3. Planned actions to reduce cost in long term (Research findings)
The development of IT Service Management practices is in the mind of more and more Hungarian IT
employee, especially if it is a basic expectation of
employment. Unfortunately in practice only a few key
processes are used daily, especially in the field of
operations. Although the international best practices
(ITIL, MOF, eSCM, etc.) cover the whole life-cycle of
IT activities; covering IT strategy, planning, developments, deployment, operations and improvement;
Hungarian companies mostly concentrate on operations (service desk, incident and problem management, demand management, etc), and developments
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are slow. Although these challenges, half of the
companies plan to expand or start their IT service
management practice, expecting a more conscious
and cost effective IT operation.
The crisis increased the interest on alternative
sourcing models. The interest shown in this survey
will not result change in the sourcing models necessarily, but the interest of almost 45% of the respondents show, that in the current economic situation
companies do look for alternative solutions, especially to share the risk of operations.
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Project management issues were already mentioned among the short term cost cutting efforts, but
as third of the respondents see, more conscious
project management efforts have also long-term
impact on cost and effectiveness. Efforts include
creating centralised project offices, project management teams, methodologies, trainings and
support tools.
At the end of the list 16,7% of the respondents
plan to consider open-source investments, partly
because the promising total cost of ownership
(TCO), and partly because of the reliability of special applications that became industry standards.
Partly surprising, that plan for IT risk management is
the least important issue, but we should take into
consideration, that IT risk management, especially
IT security issues are already part of the daily practice in almost every organisation at least in a basic
level, and in more than 40% of the respondents in a
conscious level, and companies do not expect further cost reductions because of these actions.

key for long term cost reduction, while maintaining
user satisfaction. Environments, where operational
costs have a high share in the IT budgets, short term
solutions have only limited impacts. In order the
achieve enduring results, long term solutions (process
management, optimisation, IT service management)
efforts should be applied. Beside the popular cost
cutting efforts, the value creation capability of IT departments should be also taken into account. If costs
are reduced along with decreasing performance,
there is no benefit on company level. In order to understand these benefits, the business areas (and so
the IT department) should understand the value chain
and the cost structure of IT supported business services. The forthcoming months and years provide a
great challenge for IT departments and CIOs: operational efficiency and showing business value was
never as important as it is now. IT departments should
achieve results in a climate where cost cutting is a
priority, and the business side leans to forget the importance of IT services and innovation.

Conclusions
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Enterprises are now operating in the network economy. The network economy is dependent on the information
infrastructure via the Internet. Organizations of all types (business, academia, government, etc.) are facing risks
resulting from their ever-increasing reliance on the information infrastructure. Because of this, the US government implemented a number of National Security Presidential Directives (NSPD) and legislations to secure
cyberspace. This paper will examine the issue of Information Security Governance (ISG) of an enterprise information system as a pro-active way of mitigating these risks which can be framed to meet legislations, show
due diligence and continuous process monitoring.

Introduction
The technological explosion of the Internet in the late
1980s and early 1990s has resulted in a paradigm
shift that has affected all aspects of our lives; an
emerging trend is a movement toward network centric computing. The term Enterprise Information
Systems (EIS) is used to refer to the enterprise wide
computer-based systems that gather and store data,
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process information and generate reports for management. EIS are now operating in the network
economy with expansion to the external stakeholders. he network economy is dependent on the
information infrastructure. Each day millions of dollars of business transactions and many communication channels flow through the information
infrastructure via the Internet. Organizations of all
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types (business, academia, government, etc.) are
facing risks resulting from their ever-increasing reliance on the information infrastructure. Businesses,
government, and non-profit institutions have been
found wanting in information security. The high risks
in cyberspace needs to be mitigated and managed.
Because of this, the USA government implemented a
number of National Security Presidential Directives
(NSPD) and legislations to secure cyberspace. Information Security Governance (ISG) is a pro-active
way of mitigating these risks. This paper will examine the issue of Information Security Governance of
an enterprise information system at various levels of
management and its relationship to the legislations.
It will discuss the ISG framework, its implementation
and finally, how they can be framed to meet legislations to show due diligence and continuous process
monitoring.

Current Security Governance
Businesses and organizations in the US have come
to the realization that security is more than just a
technical issue (Allen, 2006). Leaders at the highest level of businesses, organizations and governments are coming to realize that effective security in today’s network economy requires securing
the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information assets in four dimensions – the technical
(hardware and software), physical (media, building,
equipment, etc), organizational (IT alignment, structure, corporate governance, legal, etc) and managerial (policies, procedures, etc) aspects of the asset.
This paradigm shift has elevated information
security to the upper echelon of corporate management as an enterprise-wide issue. Information security is now a business problem. The enterprise will
have to utilize all the available resources to manage
the security risks and make information security a
core part of business operations by integrating it
into the existing internal controls and policies that
constitute corporate governance. Quoting F. William
Conner, Chairman, CEO and President, Entrust Inc.
(Entrust, 2004):
“By integrating information security into our corporate governance processes, we can allow for the
deep integration with customers, suppliers, partners
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and other stakeholders that is so important to the
extended enterprise, while protecting the critical
infrastructure that is a cornerstone of our homeland
security.“
Information Security Governance (ISG) is a subset
of corporate governance that relates to the security
of information systems. (Allen, 2005) defined “governing for enterprise security” as:
– directing and controlling an organization to establish and sustain a culture of security in the
organization’s conduct (beliefs, behaviors, capabilities and actions)
– treating adequate security as a non-negotiable
requirement of being in business
The huge volume of business transactions that are
processed through the information infrastructure via
the Internet makes it a prime target for online criminals. The confidentiality, integrity and availability of
information assets, the privacy of individuals, the
accountability and integrity of the transactions are
threatened. As a result, the USA government implemented a number of National Security Presidential Directives (NSPD) and legislations to secure
cyberspace.
As the 21st century gets more competitive, businesses, governments and organizations continue to
push the envelope of the extended enterprise by
extending deeper access to their information assets
and services while at the same time balancing their
compliance with the myriad legislations around information privacy and corporate governance. Secure information systems provide the support for
maintaining the balance (Entrust, 2004). See Figure
Figure 7-1. Cyberspace cannot be secured just by
depending on government officials or CIOs. Organizations must elevate the issue to a corporate
governance priority in order to systematically strengthen information security at all levels of the organization. Boards and CEOs who treat it as corporate
governance issue best address US information security; this resulted in the formation of the Corporate
Governance Task Force in December 2003. Its goal
is to develop and promote a coherent governance
framework to drive implementation of effective information security programs. Information security is a
governance challenge that involves risk manage59
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ment, reporting and accountability from top-level
executive management. This private sector Corporate Governance Task Force subsequently developed a framework for organizations to improve ISG
on a voluntary basis. The ISG framework was
documented in the report (CGTF, 2004), “Information
Security Governance: A Call to Action”, released in
April 2004 and is available online at http://www. cyberpartnership.org. This report recommended an
ISG framework that facilitates organizational selfevaluation and mitigation of information security
issues while complying with various legislations.

Figure 7-1. Balancing the Extended Enterprise with
Governance and Regulation

ISG Framework
The ISG framework includes recommendations and
tools that will enable organizations to create or improve their ISG. This framework will enable organizations to enhance the process of securing information systems, complying with regulations, increasing
business process efficiency and strengthening
homeland security. (CGTF, 2004)
The ISG framework provides guidelines to ensure “the effectiveness of information security controls over information resources; to provide effective
management and oversight of the related information security risks; to provide for development and
maintenance of minimum controls required to protect an organization’s information and information
systems, and; to provide a mechanism for oversight
of the information security program.” (CGTF, 2004,
p. 12). The major elements of the ISG framework
include (CGTF, 2004):
– Organizational Responsibilities and Authority:
Describes the significant role each member of
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an organization plays in ISG, from the Board of
Directors/Trustees to the employees.
– Information Security Program Components: Describes the essential components of an information security program, with detailed guidance
specified in the security practices based on accepted international standards like ISO/IEC
27001/BS17799, Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO)
Internal Controls-Integrated Framework and
Control Objectives for Information and Related
Technology (COBIT®). This includes assessment, policies and procedures, training, testing,
remediation of risks, detection and response to
incidents and business continuity planning.
– Reporting and Independent Evaluation Recommendations: Describes how each independent
organizational unit should assess, remediate
and report on its information security program
including the contents, frequency and audience
for reporting to satisfy governance oversight
requirements. In addition, if appropriate, each
year an independent information security program evaluation should be completed in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and the results reported to the Board of
Directors/Trustees.

ISG Framework Implementation
As the ISG framework is new to most organizations,
it is recommended that the IDEAL model which was
developed by Carnegie Mellon University’s Software
Engineering Institute, would be a beneficial model
for organizations when adapting and implementing
the framework and assessment tool for use within
their own organizational structures (CGTF, 2004).
The model serves as a roadmap for initiating,
planning and implementing improvement actions
shown in Figure 7-2. The IDEAL model is named for
the five phases it describes: Initiating, Diagnosing,
Establishing, Acting and Learning. Associated with
the IDEAL Model is an ISG assessment tool when
properly implemented by organizations will facilitate
the incorporation of information security into an
organization’s corporate governance structure.
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Figure 7-2. IDEAL Model Activities

ISG Assessment Tool
The ISG Assessment Tool is developed to support the
ISG framework. The tool is intended to help organizations determine the degree to which they have implemented an ISG framework. The ISG assessment
tool is divided into four sections (CGTF, 2004):
– Business Dependency: Measures an organization’s reliance on information technology for
business continuity as well as the degree of
sector interdependency and regulation.
– Risk Management: Evaluates the risk management process as it relates to creating information securing strategy and program.
– People: Evaluates the organizational aspects of
the information security program.
– Processes: Identify the processes that should
be part of an information security program. The
threats to the information infrastructure have
resulted in the US government implementing
new legislations to address those threats. Legislations can be logically separated into criminal
laws and laws implementing security requirements for critical infrastructure. The ISG framework provides a platform to develop metrics to
assess an organization’s compliance to the
legislations and show due diligence and continuous process monitoring.

Legislations
The advent of the Internet has blurred the traditional
borders between states and nations. People of
every nation are now able to interact on a daily
basis. The use of the Internet to facilitate transborder commerce provides Congress with the
power to establish Federal legislation defining legally acceptable behaviour involving computers and
information technology (United States Constitution,
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

Article I). The use of the Internet for interstate and
international communication requires that information security professionals are aware of legislation
affecting network security (Robinson, 2003a). The
US government’s legislation regulates either criminal
activity or national defence in information security.
There are two definitions of the term “computer
crime”: (1) the use of a computer by a criminal to
conduct illegal activity or (2) a computer as the target
of illegal activity (Robinson, 2003c). Congress has
instituted Federal legislations regulating criminal
activity involving information technology in an attempt to address these two facets of computer crime
including the: Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, Electronic Communications Protection Act, Digital Millennium Copyright Act, Anti-Cyber Squatting Consumer Protection Act, CAN-SPAM Act, and Communications Decency Act.
National defense in information security legislations implemented include Gramm -Leach-Bailey
(GLB) Act and Sarbanes-Oxley Act for the financial
industry; Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Personal Health Information Act (PHIA)
for the health care services; Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Privacy, Cryptographic and Security Guidelines, and
Privacy Act – USA for privacy; and Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), Homeland
Security Presidential Directives (HSPDs), North
American Electronic Council (NERC) Cyber Security
Standards and the Patriot Act for homeland security.
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 is of particular
interest because it mandates stronger internal controls and institutes personal liability for executives of
companies that are publicly traded in the United
States. It is important note that the work required to
meet the Sarbanes-Oxley requirements not only
ensures compliance but is an opportunity to establish
strong governance models that ensure accountability, responsiveness to business needs and competitive advantage (Damianides, 2005).

Moving Forward
Embarking on an enterprise information security
governance program (ESP) and acting on the tasks
in the ISG framework requires tenacity and perseverance. There will be significant challenges along
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the way and may occur at all levels of the organization and throughout all phases of the ESP. Some
challenges to consider often include: appreciating
the enterprise-wide nature of the security problem,
establishing the proper organizational structure and
segregation of duties, overcoming the lack of a
game plan, understanding complex global legal
compliance requirements and liability risks, assessing security risks and the magnitude of harm to
the organization, determining and justifying appropriate levels of resources and investment, dealing
with the intangible nature of security, reconciling
inconsistent deployment of security best practices
and standards and overcoming difficulties in creating and sustaining a security-aware culture. The
effectiveness of the ESP is enhanced if enterprises
understand, anticipate and response to these
challenges.
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8. Software like an Understanding Friend

Challenges and Pitfalls of Localization
GERHARD CHROUST

Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria
eMail: gc@sea.uni-linz.ac.at
The ubiquity of Information and Communications Technologies requires software products to be offered on a global
scale. Consequently, software providers have to market and sell software products in many different countries,
bringing different people into direct (often unexpected) contact with computerized interfaces. Potential customers
expect the software product not only ’to speak their language’ but also to show a pattern of behaviour which is
compatible with their cultural expectations and predispositions. They expect reactions from a software product in the
manner of an "understanding, well-meaning friend". This involves a great deal more than a pure language translation:
it implies the transfer of the software product into a different cultural environment taking into account all aspects of
cultural divergence. We speak of localization. In this paper, we identify seven localization layers of increasing cultural
sensitivity and dependency, from infrastructural to social issues. We discuss their interdependence and issues of
technical implementation. Additionally we introduce examples of problems, pitfalls and embarrassments.

Motivation
Today practically every product showing a minimal
sophistication contains large amounts of software:
we call them software-intensive systems [Kossiakoff-03]. They are systems where software provides
an integral and essential part of functionality without
necessarily being noticed from the outside. Today an
ever increasing number of people use such softwareintensive products, often without the necessary preknowledge about software, also not in- tending to get
acquainted with the "computer’s way of thinking".
These users only want to perform their job or assignment with the help of the new tools.
Today the world is interconnected by global networks offering seamlessness connection (for example e-mail, World Wide Web, e-commerce, etc.) to
the electronic world everywhere. At the same time
Information and Communication Technology allows
an almost cost-free access to and distribution of
software products worldwide. For reasons of economy software products have to be marketed and sold
world-wide. Technological progress allows communication not only via text (as 25 years ago) but also
via pictures and displays providing a colourful, animated images showing people in their traditional
surroundings, utilizing software products as part of
our daily environment. These products execute more
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

complex tasks in closer imitation of human behaviour
than ever. Thus people often forget that their ’communication partner’ on the other side of the computer
interface (which does not look like a computer interface!) is not a human but a machine. The misinterpretation of a socially welldesigned computer interface was dramatically shown back in 1966 by Joseph
Weizenbaum’s famous ’Eliza Experiment’ [Weizenbaum-66].
Users expect the software product not only ’to
speak their language’ but also to show a behavioural
pattern which is compatible with their cultural expectations and preconditions, this means a certain
adherence to conventions and behaviour. Consequently, humans tend to ascribe human qualities to
complex sophisticated computer interfaces. When
software is used in an assisting way people tend to
expect reactions from software product like an "understanding, well-meaning friend" or as stated in
[Miller-04] "good behaviour, etc., ... with the sensitivity of an intuitive, courteous butler".
This means that the software product has to behave in accordance with the expectations induced by
the environment. In a face-to-face conversation, the
(geographic) context is obvious to all partners. A
conversation in a pub carries another connotation
than a formal meeting with the boss in his office!
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For an (acoustic) tele-conversation this context is
almost completely eliminated. As long as the interface is pure text, many human communication
channels [Chroust-04u] and context indicators are
missing. Nowadays technology makes it possible to
supplement the spoken word not only with written
text but also with images of the context (most mobile
phones have this option!). A communication with a
software product is often augmented by visual environmental context, including moving generated
characters (avatars) showing unavoida- ble some
kind of body language [Morris-94c]. Without appropriate localization this easily leads to misunderstanding, embarrassment and ridicule.
The situation is even aggravated by the fact that
many people interact with computer inter- faces from
their home (e.g buying via e-commerce etc.). While a
sterile office atmosphere might make people less
aware of a cultural match on the other side - being at
home makes such discrepancies even more noticeable.
An added difficulty is that larger and larger sectors of the population have to get into contact with
computerized interfaces (cf. e-government [Wimmer-05]). An increasing percentage of users is not
willing, interested or able to communicate in a foreign
language with the system. They expect high-quality
communication in their mother tongue [Miller-04]
compatible with their cultural expectations.
All these considerations make it necessary to
explicitly transfer a software product into a geographically (and culturally!) different environment.
This implies much more than a simple language
translation: We speak of localization [Ishida-05], i.e.
the process of adapting a product to reflect the local
standards, culture and language of another market
[GSSI-00], or the infusion of a specific culture into an
international product.
"Culture" is very difficult to define; at best we can
say that culture is a shared complex system of language, value system, norms, religion, myths, beliefs,
manners, behaviour, and structure which is characteristic of a society or part of it [Hampden-00].
Cultural incompatibilities start with minor nuisances as every tourist to a foreign country might
notice, e.g. indicating numbers on your fingers (see
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Figure 8-1.) up to cultural clashes as exemplified
the uproar in 2005 about the Danish cartoons about
the prophet Mohammed [Wikipedia-e, keyword: Jyllands Posten Muhammad cartoons controversy].

Figure 8-1. Counting on one’s fingers
Even worse, if you advertise a holiday resort and
you show (as is the habit in Europe) scantily clad
women in bikinis, disco dancing and drinking at the
bar you will create considerable objections in Muslim countries, but the internet does not allow you to
limit the geographic coverage of your advertisement
(in contrast to regular mail!).

Prior Research
As early as 1960 the first technological steps were
made by IBM [Hensch-05] in order to find ways of
processing and displaying Japanese characters, with
the problem that actually three different alphabets
were in use: Hiragana and Katakana (phonetic sets
with 87 characters each), while Kanji exhibits an
indefinable number that reaches into the tens of
thousands. Initially the prime concern was an adequate representation of national characters. The
actual translation was done by trained translators
having the target language as mother tongue. As
long as the software products were essentially
’back-office applications’, i.e. book keeping, financial
evaluations, ware house inventories etc. operated by
specialists, no additional effort was needed. Gradually with the expansion of world commerce the issue
of globalization was recognized, leading to considerations of cultural proficiency [Lindsay-03].
Especially within IBM the necessity to address
the needs of different nationalities was of concern.
Under the title of ’National Language Support’ problems of character sets and the associated questions of locale were addressed. Higher layers of
localization (see Figure 8-2.) were not approached
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systematically but were left to translations centers.
Many of these issues can be found in [Esselink-00].
Some more details (and examples) can be found in
[Chroust-07d, Chroust-08b, Chroust-09c]. Two seminal publications on that to- pic are [Hampden 00],
summarized in [ChangingM-06], and [Hofstede-05],
summarized in [Hofstede-05b] discussed intensively the fundamental cultural differences between
nations (section 3.7) based on detailed surveys
mainly by IBM in the 1970s.

Layers of Localization
Localization has to be performed on different levels
of increased comprehensiveness and cultural dependence (Figure 8-2). Higher layers usually rely on
lower layers of localization for support. Figure 8-2
indicates that the sensibility of people to cultural
mismatches increases with the height of the layer,
while possibilities of technical support diminish.

– Storage size for texts → English is one of the
shortest languages. For German 30% more
storage space must be provided
– Code pages/Unicode → Code pages translate
between characters of a language and the corresponding bit-patterns in the computer. The
multitude of languages requires different codepages to cater for all specific characters of different languages
– Two-byte languages → Asian languages
(Chinese, Japanese, ...) have so many different
characters that a coding via 1 byte is not sufficient, 2 bytes are needed
– Writing and reading direction
→ Some
languages are written left-to-right, others
right-to-left, mixing the languages in text needs
complicated changes of writing direction (fig. 3).
– Paper sizes They differ in different countries. As
a consequence texts have to be reformatted,
causing changing page breaks, difficulties with
placing pictures and often ruining an initially attractive layout.

Figure 8-3. Left-to-right and right-to-left languages
Figure 8-2. Layers of Localization

Technological Infrastructure

Graphical and Symbolic Layer
– symbols and icons: Symbols differ in different
cultures and will not necessarily understood in
another culture →The American mailbox used
as icon by Microsoft Windows is not typical for
Europe

The basis for localization is technical and organizational provisions. They are mostly invisible to the
user, mostly providing internationalization, i.e. making a product ready to be localized. Necessary
provisions are well understood and will only be
sketched below [Barbour-96, Chroust-00g].

– animal connotations: One of the highest compliments in the ancient Egypt was to tell a
woman that she had eyes like a cow ....

– Separation of text and code Executable code
and text are provided in separate modules to
allow replacement of the text parts.

– colours: Typically in China the colour of death is
white - a restaurant with white tiles will not be a
success there!
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– sounds: he sound of the bells of an Christian
church will not be universally under- stood
– body language and gestures: One of the most
difficult chapters in communication is body language - the same gesture can have a totally different meaning in different languages [Morris-94c].

Grammatical Layer
When (automatically) translating or generating text,
grammatical idiosyncracies of languages have to be
taken into account. Text translation is almost as old
as writing itself. Additional considerations are needed
for the translation of computer supported texts. They
mostly result from the fact that the computer requires
more formalism than a human reader when interpreting and presenting texts. Also the generic composition of texts (a necessity in user interfaces) is
unknown in classical translation situations.
– locale: Locale is a subset of a user’s environment
that defines conventions for representations in a
specified culture. They include date, currency,
time, etc. to be chosen by the user [He-02, Herden-06, Kubota-03, Trager-06]. The necessary
translations can usual- ly be done automatically,
problems arise if such data are used as part of
identifiers or numbering.
– word order: In order to generate of context-dependent messages text fragments must
be inserted into predefined message skeletons.
A problem arises from the fact that the word
order is different in different languages, causing
code changes. → English "Red Cross" versus
French "Croix Rouge".
– ligatures: For aesthetic purposes Latin-type
fonts use ligatures (like "ffi" or "oe"). These are
usually ignored in computer printout without loss
of readability. In Arabic texts ligatures are an
essential part of the appearance and semantics
of a text, but it is practically impossible to correctly generate all of them mechanically because of their high context and semantic dependency [Mankai-95].
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Semantic Layer
When trying to transfer the meaning of a text into
another language, numerous problems arise. Translators of literature learn and are trained to effectively
transfer the meaning of a text into other languages.
With respect to the issues of localization of texts in
software products some additional problems arise.
The technical correctness might be more important
than the aesthetics of the expression. While in the
literature the textual translation should still convey
the original cultural flair of a literary work, in software
products (especially in e-commerce) we do not want
to retain the original cultural aspects. Several key
problems are:
– technical versus common language it is necessary to distinguish whether a word is used as a
well-defined technical term out of the context of
the software product or in its common, even colloquial meaning.
– missing variation of terms in a language: In
technical work often essentially synonymous
words are used with different semantics causing
problems if the target language does not provide
this variability. → In the German version of IBM’s
software engineering environment ADPS
[Chroust 88g] the German words ’Aktivität’ and
’Tätigkeit’ were used with different semantics, but
unfortunately both map to the same single English word ’activity’.
– expressiveness of languages: The expressiveness of languages is different → It is not without
reason that German has been the favourite language of philosophers, French the favourite of
diplomats and English the favourite for commerce
and science.
– abbreviations: Effective abbreviations (especially for keys and hot-keys) have to provide a
certain intuitive association to the word or object
they stand for. Translations sometimes cannot
accomplish this due to similarities in the target
language. → In German one can abbreviate ’on’
and ’off ’ by ’E’ and ’A’ (Ein and Aus). For English
two characters or some other scheme has to be
used.
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Business Conventions – Practices Layer
Business practices show dramatic differences, aptly
described by [Hampden-00] and [Hofstede-05]
causing misunderstanding, friction, and alienation
[Krishna-04]. Especially animations, but even texts,
could contain cultural blunders.
– leadership approach: Leadership approach varies in different countries and within organizations
(democratic, authoritarian, participative). Software
for Management support tools has to conform in
their interfaces and processing to local habits.
– organizational structure: Depending on
whether the society is rather egalitarian or hierarchical, both the structure of interfaces,
web-sites - and obviously pictorial representations must conform to local habits [Hofstede-05].
– navigation in web-sites: Many of the national
preferences (e.g. low- versus high context cultures [Hall-76], specificity versus diffusion) have
to reflect themselves in the design of web pages.
→ Access to certain pages has to reflect this
aspect. Highly hierarchical cultures may view a
site positively if it is ’member only’ access,
whereas an egalitarian culture may find it disagreeable.
– dates and deadlines: Commitment to dates and
deadlines vary considerably in different cultures,
as described by [Hampden-00] via sequential vs.
synchronous time. Vague deadlines must be
catered for in project management tools
– performance measures: Performance measures vary according to cultural divergence, especially with respect to individualism-communitarianism/collectivism and inner direction-outer direction [Hampden-00, Hofstede-05], → In the
USA an award usually goes to an individual, in
Japan usually to the team in total.

Social and Communication Layer
In face-to-face communications (but also in telephone-communications) humans expect certain behaviour of their partners. They also tend to ascribe
human qualities to complex sophisticated computer
interfaces and thus expect an adequate reaction
which - according to cultural differences - has to be
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adapted to the specific culture. As a result they
"expect good behaviour, observation of etiquette
and politeness, subservience, helpfulness, and the
sensitivity of an intuitive, courteous butler"
[Miller-04]. The more realistic the human/computer
interface becomes (from simple text-based display
to animated interactive screens with soft- ware
agents) the more the computer interface has to
obey social conventions.
– addressing and greeting the user: Rules for
addressing and greetings persons vary greatly
both with respect to the chosen phrases (use of
family name, title ...) and the accompanying gestures [Herden-06]. Especially expressing various
degrees of familiarity is very subtle. Pictures and
animation must conform to these conventions. →
In Austria the title (’Dr.’, ’Director’ etc.) must be
used.
– saying ’no’ to a user: A ’polite’ system is expected to conform to the ways of saying ’no’ in a
culturally compatible manner. In many Asian
countries a ’no’ is avoided in favour of not answering at all [Herden-06].
–

context dependency: High-context cultures with
their reliance on the context and the nonverbal
aspects expect different contents on screens than
low-context cultures which depend more on explicit, verbally expressed forms of communication
[Hall-76, Schneider-01]. → The United States of
America being a low-context culture generally relies heavily on information communicated explicitly by words. Asian and Hispanic cultures, by
contrast being high-context audiences generally
accept communications which are less specific in
their wording and more supported by information
other than spoken or written messages.

– social classes: Social class affiliation may play a
dominant role in choosing the language [Soh-00,
Davidson-02, Hampden-00, Hofstede-05,]. Differentiation must be made depending on the users and their individual subculture (class), includeing difference with respect to age, education
[Payne-06b, Marsh-89].
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– overtime: The acceptable amount of unpaid
overtime work varies and has to be reflected in
attendance recording and payroll programs.

similar one see in [Hampden-00]. The definitions of
the dimensions are [Hofstede-05; 05b]:

– Power Difference Index (PDI): This is the ex-

Fundamental Cultural Layer
All layers discussed so far are based on one or the
other aspect of culture. They are all, in various
degrees, inborn/stringent for a person from this
cultural environment. The higher in the hierarchy
(fig. 2) , the more intuitive, subconsciously they affect
a person’s behaviour, be- lieves and expectations.
And the more difficult it is to change them and the
more problematic it is when a situation contradicts
them. On the highest layer we enter questions of
’Weltanschauung’ (world view) comprising elements of how a persons thinks the world is and
should be, what is right or wrong, etc. Welt- anschauung is considered one of the key elements of
understanding in Soft Systems Methodology [Checkland-00]. These opinions and believes are not easily
unlearnt and very often emotionally laden.

–

–

–

–

Figure 8-4. Cultural Differences (Hofstede &
Hofstede) [Hofstede-05]
Although they explicitly can only be recognized in
the highest three layers of localization, they obviously impact all layers. Language being a part of the
expressive tool kit of humans reflects them. → If
women are not allowed into certain professions then
also the language (the grammatical and the semantic layers) will not provide adequate words or variants
of words for e.g. male and female professionals, etc.
A practical classification of fundamental cultural differences is given by [Hofstede-05] (see Figure 8-4). A
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tent to which the less powerful members of organizations and institutions (like the family) accept and expect that power is distributed unequally. The inequality is endorsed by the followers as much as by the leaders.
Individualism Index (IDV): This is an indication
of how loose the ties between individuals are as
compared to (collectivistic) societies where individuals from birth onwards are integrated into
strong, cohesive in-groups, often extended families which continue protecting them in exchange
for unquestioning loyalty.
Masculinity (MAS): This characterizes how big the
gap between men’s values and women’s values is.
It states to what degree mens’ values are assertiveness and competitiveness, while womens’ values are modesty, care, consolation, etc.).
Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI): This deals
with a society’s tolerance for uncertainty and
ambiguity, how uncomfortable one feels in unstructured situations which are no- vel, unknown,
surprising, or different from usual. Uncertainty
avoiding cultures try to minimize the possibility of
such situations by strict laws and rules, safety
and security measures, and on the philosophical
and religious level by a belief in absolute Truth.
Long-Time Orientation Index (LTO): Values
associated with LTO are thrift and perseverance;
values associated with Short Term Orientation
are respect for tradition, fulfilling social obligations, and protecting one’s ’face’.

These cultural dimensions translate into some of the
following aspects.
– social position, age: The importance and respect for age and the resulting social position
varies in different countries. Hampden-Turner &
Trompenaars (2000) speak of ascribed versus
achieved status. → In China seniority is expected to go hand in hand with higher positions
in management (ascribed status), in contrast to
Western management in which hierarchies rely
on achieved status [Payne-06b, Marsh-89].
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– social position – gender: The social position of
women varies in different cultures. In western
societies it is politically correct to show women in
leadership positions. This is not expected in
some Arabian countries.
– taboos: Taboos are ancient ’good practices’
which have changed into religious or social
interdiction, often void of meaning today. They
are highly culturally dependent, highly sensitive
and often not explicitly talked about.
– metaphors, puns, jargon: Metaphors and puns
are especially prone to cultural divergence. Jargon is usually only used in certain subgroups.
Their use easily causes misunder- standings
and ineffective communications. Typically sport
metaphors may not come across if the sport is
not played in certain countries [Lang-06].
– humour: Humour very rarely carries over to another culture, being the result of the interplay of
representation, meaning and context [Bourges
Waldegg-98]. Especially the context-information
will often be lost during localization.

differences will have to be revised to some extent in
the future.
Nevertheless
– we have to accept the necessity of Localization,
– we must admit that cultural differences play an
enormous role in the creation of acceptable
software products with interfaces "like an understanding friend". These differences affect all
layers of localization. The higher up in the hierarchical order, the more basic and essential
they become, but in many cases they localization
efforts only seem to touch the tip of the iceberg of
cultural differences.
– It must be accepted that localization is an absolute necessity in the global economy, and
– it is a fact that localization does not come cheap,
but the extra expenses are usual- ly compensated by increased usability of the product and
thus by larger marketing revenue.
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Society for Cybernetic Studies. Current research and teaching interests are focussed on
description, implementation and certification of socio-technical systems and on the enactment and support of the
necessary development processes. Further research is devoted to cultural differences and human factors in
system development, to system research and to component bases software development.
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This contribution deals with real results of survey realized during years 2006 - 2007 in the Czech Republic by
Faculty of Informatics and Statistics of the University of Economics, Prague and it offers short overview of Czech
perspectives in requirements on ICT experts and of ICT formal tertiary education system and its results in ICT
experts education for Czech local labour market.

Introduction
Massive investments into Information Systems, Information and Communications Technologies in last
twenty years started economic growth. But not all of
them were successful – for example the dot com
boom in 90s and its intensive reduction on begin of
the 21 century. There are different opinions in the
world literature, how IS/ICT influence nominates
real economic growth and how to measure their
contributions to it (Banker, Kauffmann, 1988; Delina,
Vajda, 2005). IS/ICT of specific properties are very
similar to utilities (Carr, 2004). But the most important and crucial factor of IS/ICT improvement is
human resources actually available and applicable
on the market. How does look the labour market
with ICT experts in the Czech Republic was the
topics of our survey. It was supported by the Czech
Science Foundation GACR research project 402/09
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/0385, Human Capital in IS/ICT Operations and
Development: Competitiveness of Czech Tertiary
Education Graduates.

Problem Formulation
The aim of this survey was to motivate universities
and to formulate recommendations for further development of the Czech tertiary education in the area of
ICT. Requirements for skills and knowledge of ICT
graduates are permanently changing. Building up and
to passing the accreditation process of a new study
program takes in minimum one year, of course, only
under conditions that the school or university has
enough experts in required areas.
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Survey Description
As a reaction to the low flexibility of the Czech Republic formal education system in the area ICT skills
and also to the potential threat from non-ICT university study programs, the Faculty of Informatics and
Statistics decided to initiate a research project in
order to map:
– ICT education offered in the Czech Republic.
– Demand for ICT skills in the Czech Republic.
The aim of this project was to motivate universities
and to formulate recommendations for further development of the Czech university education to top
management of universities in the area of ICT. The
main goal of the project was to:
– Identify at all universities and technical specialist
schools, which are involved in ICT education,
topics of their education process, number of
credits devoted to different IT subjects.
– Identify the actual number of students, expected
number of graduates in the actual school year
(2005-2006) and the actual number of new students in the first year.
The second goal was to perform a survey of the ICT
graduates skill requirements in the Czech market
(Vorisek at al, 2007). This survey started in September 2006 and in April 2007 we have got the first
preliminary results, final results were published in
2008 for the first time. Part of this project was devoted to the analysis of current IT workforce age and
skill structure.

Methodology
Roles in ICT – General Concept
Our survey prefers classification of specific roles in
ICT (rather then particular professions which are in
this context too detailed) underlining the competitive
ability of graduates based on their knowledge potential. ICT specialist in this context is educated and
qualified to use his/her knowledge potential mainly
in the design, implementation and operation of ICT
and their practical application. We can describe
his/her competencies in
– designing and developing applications.
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– implementing, customizing and integrating ICT
applications within enterprise or other economic
subject, thus changing and modifying working
procedures and effectiveness of staff (Sudzina,
Kmec, 2006),
– implementing and managing ICT operation including user application support,
– managing ICT projects, information services and
knowledge provision,
– providing and purchasing ICT services and products using professional skills regarding detailed
knowledge and effective methods of their use.
End users of ICT are not (for the purpose of this
survey) considered as ICT specialists, even though
most of the current university graduates (medical
doctors, financiers, architects) are by definition active in data processing and computer aided operations. We decided to exclude this category because
it does not require specific ICT education. For example, a user of SAP is according to our classification not an ICT specialist, but the methodology designer responsible for the overall SAP architecture is
covered by our role definitions. (Doucek at al, 2007)
Due to fast developments and relatively high
specialization in the area of ICT we have decided to
define specialists at two levels – the first level consists of core ICT roles with corresponding key
knowledge and activities. This level is relevant for
our research because it concentrates on the core
competencies and procedures rather then on the
detailed technical knowledge which universities
could not provide in up to date manner. Second
level lists ICT professions included in the core roles
(Business Process Analyst/Designer, IS/ICT Development and Operation Manager, Business Person in ICT Products and Services, Developer/IS
Architect, Administrator of Applications and of ICT
Infrastructure). Furthermore are some obligatory
skills that are required for all ICT roles in each
economy:
– high level of creativity,
– team work ability,
– communication competence,
– fluent spoken and written foreign language in
majority English or German, Spanish, Russian
or other required language.
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Skill Categories
We have been concentrating on the 18 skill categories (based, but not limited to the respected IT curricula: Strawman curricula (Strawman, 2004)) and
their weight in the university graduate or employee
profile. We have identified following skills categories:
Process Modelling, Application Functionality, ICT
Service Definition and Operation, Architecture
Analysis and Design, Software Engineering, Data
Engineering, ICT Infrastructure, Operational Excellence, Communication and Presentation Skills,
Team Leadership Skills, ICT Market Knowledge,
Organizational Management Methods, Enterprise
Finance and Economics, Sales and Marketing,
Statistics, Law, Business Sectors and Other – further not specified skills.

Knowledge Levels
In order to compare the “amount” of knowledge
devoted to each skill category by university program
or by business requirements we have defined nonlinear scale as following:
Level 0 No knowledge.
Level 1 Overview (relevant to 1-3 credits or intensive training days).
Level 2 Basic orientation and terminology (relevant
to 4-8 credits or intensive training days).
Level 3 Good orientation and basic practical skills
(rel. to 9-32 credits or intensive training).
Level 4 Good orientation and good practical skills
(relevant to 33-64 credits or intensive
training days).
Level 5 Highest knowledge quality and advanced
practical skills (relevant to 65 and more
credits or intensive training days).
After long discussions with universities and business we have decided to compare (and express)
one credit of university study program by one intensive training day, because not all the businesses
were familiar with the university credit scheme.

Knowledge Profiles – Distances
Set of knowledge levels for each of the skill categories is in our research defined as “knowledge
profile” and is used to compare the requirements of
business with the supply of universities.
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4

We have analyzed the distance between the
knowledge profiles in our research. Distance between university knowledge profile A and business
knowledge profile B is expressed by the number of
additional intensive training days required for the
graduate with knowledge profile A in order to fulfill
the minimal requirements of profile B. The smaller
the distance is, the “cheaper” is the graduate of
university for the relevant ICT role in business.

General Scheme of the Survey
Survey and data collection were preformed in two
main streams – the first one were HEIs (Higher
Education Institutions) and the second one were
business units in the Czech Republic.

Survey among Universities–HEIs
The Surveyed Population
All faculties and HEIs providing IT related study programs based on evidence of the Czech Ministry of
Education. There were 54 faculties and 19 HEIs identified in that evidence on 2006/03/01. A questionnaire
was sent out to all these subjects. They were asked to
fill this questionnaire for each IT related study program
they provide. Response rate was 81% for faculties
and 42% for HEIs. We have collected the data about
203 IT related study programs.

Method of Sampling from the Population
Therefore we have surveyed the whole population
no sampling method had to be used. Missing
quantitative data (number of enrolled, number of
students, number of graduates) from non response
have been reconstructed from the official resources
of the Czech Ministry of Education. Missing qualitative data (number of credits devoted to each skill
category) were not reconstructed and these faculties and HEIs institutions were included into final
results as "not classified" segment.
Variables
– Number of students, number of enrolled (new
entrants to the study program each year) number
of graduates in the school years 2000 to 2006 and
expected numbers for some following years.
– Number of credits devoted to each of 18 skill
categories defined.
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– Classification variable: level of study program –
HEI, bachelor, master (2 year), master (5 year;
these are the "pre Bologna" programs ending in
2006 or 2007 school years)

Survey among Business Sector
The Surveyed Population
All active economic subjects in the Czech Republic
on 2005/12/31 (the survey was held in 2006). According to data of the Czech Statistical Office, there
were 1 266 336 subjects of various size and main
economic activity (see Table 9-1).
– Size of entity: According to the number of employees, 6 categories were used: 0,1 – 9,10 –
49, 50 – 249, 250 – 999, 1000 and more.
– Sector of main economic activity: There are 17
main sectors in Industrial Classification of Economic Activities of the Czech Statistical Office.
According to the requirements on information
technologies, these sectors were coded into 3
categories: sectors with the lowest requirements

(MIT), sectors with the middle requirements (SIT)
and sectors with the highest requirements (VIT).

Method of Sampling from the Population
According to the size of subject and to the category
of its economic activity, the population was grouped
into 18 subpopulations. Then, stratified sampling was
applied. Proportionate allocation when the sampling
fraction in each of the strata is proportional to that of
the total population was not useful here. There are no
homogenous subgroups in the population. As we can
see in Table 9-1, their size varies much. Because of
number of employees the variation of number of IT
workers in subject certainly is very heterogeneous,
too. Optimum allocation requires knowledge of this
variability (it was un-known). So, we took this heterogeneity into account at least in the following way:
the sampling fraction was higher in strata with more
employees and in sectors with the higher requirements on information technologies. The interviewing
methods used were CAWI and CATI. Realized
sample size was 1002 (see Table 9-2).

Table 9-1. All Active Economic Entities in the Czech Republic on 2005/12/31
MIT
SIT
VIT
Total

0
263 289
697 380
49 851
1 010 520

1-9
49 914
138 555
9 590
198 059

10 – 49
14 270
28 014
2 216
44 500

50 – 249
4 317
6 217
710
11 244

250 – 999
369
1 164
170
1 703

1000 +
87
182
41
310

Total
332 246
871 512
62 578
1 266 336

1000+
16
36

Total
193
331

Table 9-2. Structure of the Observed Sample
0
MIT
SIT

56
56

1–9
28
56

10 – 49
28
56

50 – 249
28
56

VIT

56

110

160

122

26

4

478

Total

168

194

244

206

134

56

1 002

Variables
– Number of IT employees in 2006 in the following
structure: business analyst, IT manager, IT salesman, architect of information networks, administrator, advanced user. Expected number of IT
workers for some following years.
74

250 - 999
37
71

– Knowledge requirements on particular professional positions: there were 18 skill categories
defined (thus, 18 ordinal variables with values 0 –
“no knowledge (0 training days)” 5 – “highest
knowledge (more than 65 training days)”.
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– Classification variables: number of employees,
sector of main economic activity, requirements
of the sector on information technologies, IT
supplier or customer, national or exterior owner.

the study program segments (clusters) which are
showing very interesting results.

Number of IT employees
Sample distributions in the particular strata are
highly right skewed (duly incidentally) and they
include outliers (the box plots were used to make
the explanatory data analysis). Therefore, to characterize their location and variation, and for estimates of total number of IT employees in Czech
economy, medians and median absolute deviations
were used. In the stratum “entities without employees”, the proportion of “IT entities” in that stratum in population was estimated.

The Figure 9-1 shows the four segments of the
bachelor level of the education system.

Knowledge requirements:
With respect to nature of variables, medians were
used again. To compare different professional positions and different skill categories, box plots (for
sampling distributions) and scatter plots (for medians) were used.

Results Overview
We present, due to its limited scope, only the general results of the survey – analysis of the Czech
Republic ICT education market and basic results
from business survey in this paper. The most important part of this research is the characteristics of

Bachelor Level Education
Segment A indicates characteristics with very low
level of ICT education (work hypothesis is that ICT
education is “additional” to other ones). This low
level could be investigated in two dimensions. The
first dimension is the variety of the ICT courses,
which are focused mainly on software engineering,
data engineering and ICT infrastructure without any
other knowledge for students. This selected parts of
ICT gives to graduate students only briefly overview
of the whole problem and general information. The
second dimension is the depth of the education in
selected course. Level three disposes of very low
variety of courses. The level is below the average of
the whole ICT education level through all investigated segments.
Segment B offers harmonic education Education
is focused on ICT area presentation with added
value of the statistics, marketing and enterprise
finance and economics. This specialization gives
perspective to a graduate either to be a lower ICT
manager to go to further master study level.

Figure 9-1. Bachelor Studies Segmentation (With Number of Students, Graduates and Enrolled)
SEFBIS Journal 2009 No. 4
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Segment C gives common education in classic
ICT. This kind of education represents knowledge in
areas of ICT services, software engineering, data
engineering and ICT infrastructure, operational
excellence, communications and team leadership.
Additional is taught statistics: part of “exact science”.
These graduates have potential for being successful ICT managers especially the top ICT managers on the CIO level.
Segment D the most complex knowledge with
emphasis not only to ICT education, but it releases also general education in economics, organization and enterprise knowledge. The D segment with whole scope of taught knowledge offers
potential for future graduates to enter into the level
of upper management and perhaps to the top
management level. Knowledge here presented
must be, of course, supported by very strong motivation, further education in master level (perhaps
in doctor stage) and hard work in business.

Master Level Education
On the Figure 9-2 we can see the segments of the
master level of the education system.
The Segment A is the ICT Additional (ICT overview) that gives only general partial knowledge level
in the ICT area. The ICT level is only additional to
other non informatics education and it is question

why are these master programs taught in the
community of ICT specializations. Graduates are
expected to continue in ICT education. Working
hypothesis is that these persons could participate in
ICT business in following roles Business Person in
ICT products and services (ICT Sales Person, ICT
Relationship Manager).
Segment B offers comprehensive basic education
in ICT. For graduates is working hypothesis that
they have opportunity to, of course after further
business, non university education, enter successful into ICT business in all specified roles.
Segment C prepares graduates with accent to Architecture Analysis and Design, Software Engineering and management skills – Communication
and Presentation, Organizational Management
Methods. Working hypothesis is that graduates are
ideal for leading positions in ICT branch. It could be
the large spectrum of professions starting from
project managers to the CIO. This expectation
corresponds to the role IS/ICT development and
operation manager (ICT Manager).
Segment D gives more detail knowledge in areas of
Process Modelling, ICT Infrastructure and Software
engineering. Work hypothesis is that graduates in
this segment are oriented towards following roles
Business Process Analyst. -Designer or Developer,
IS Architect.

Figure 9-2. Master Studies Segmentation (With Number of Students, Graduates and Enrolled)
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Business Sector

this case that e.g. business requires knowledge level
4 (Good orientation and good practical skills) in
MS01 Process modeling skill category for new employees in the Business Process Analyst-Designer
ICT role. Distance (expressed in the number of additionally required intensive training days) among the
master level programs and business requirements
for the Business Process Analyst/Designer ICT role
(see Figure 9-3) is depicted in the Table 9-4.

In previous chapters, we have described how we
have been analyzing the distance between the
knowledge profiles of university programs and
business requirements for the particular business
role. Let us discuss the example of such analysis for
the Business Process Analyst/Designer ICT role.
Requirements for this role are described at the
Figure 9-3. Note: numbers 0-5 on each axis represent knowledge level scale values. Interpretation is in

MS17 Business sectors (utilities, banks ...)

MS01 Process modelling
5

MS02 Application functionality and
implementation

4

MS16 Law

MS03 ICT Service definition and operation

3
MS15 Statistics

MS04 IS Architecture analysis and design
2

1
MS14 Sales and Marketing

MS05 Software engineering
0

MS13 Enterprise finace and economics

MS06 Data engineering

MS12 Organizational management methods

MS07 ICT Infrastructure

MS11 ICT market knowledge
MS10 Team leadership skills

MS08 Operational excellence
MS09 Communication and presentation skills

Figure 9-3. Knowledge Profile of the Business Requirements for the Business Process Analyst/Designer ICT
Role (Doucek, Novotny, 2007)
Table 9-3. Distance Among the Bachelor Level Programs and Business Requirements for the Business Process
Analyst/Designer ICT Role (see Figure 9-1 and Figure 9-3)
Bachelor level programs segment name
BcVos - Segment A
BcVos – Segment B
BcVos - Segment C
BcVos – Segment D
BcVOS not classified – Others
Total
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Distance (in number
of required additional training days)

Number of Students in school
year 2005/6

Number of Enrolled in school
year 2005/6

146
109
114
68

5027
2280
2720
3084
3848
16959

1861
1121
1178
1526
2211
7897

Number of
Graduates in
school year
2005/6
714
188
343
237
726
2208
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Table 9-4. Distance Among the Master Level Programs and Business Requirements for the Business Process
Analyst/Designer ICT Role (see Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3)
Master level programs
segment name
Mgr5 – Segment A
Mgr5 – Segment B
Mgr5 – Segment C
Mgr5 – Segment D
Mgr5 not classified - Others
Total

Distance (in number
of required additional training days)
155
59
40
42

Conclusions
General results of our survey are to:
– build up of facilities for regularly (annually or each
second year) investigation and monitoring for:
• ICT oriented study programs and courses,
• business requirements for knowledge of ICT
graduates (bachelor and master),
– forecast needs in new study programs and
courses in the area of ICT.
After analyzing results in the way as presented in
Table 9-1 and Table 9-2 for all ICT roles defined in
this project, we came to the following interesting
conclusions.
– ICT oriented study programs significantly differ
in the level of knowledge provided in comparison
with the business requirements. Even though all
the surveyed study programs were defined and
presented as IT related, there is a big difference
among them. E.g. graduate of BcVos A segment
study program requires 78 extra training days in
comparison to graduate of BcVos D segment to
start in Business Process Analyst/Designer ICT
Role. In total graduate of BcVos A segment
(32% of all graduates) requires 146 extra training days which makes him/her absolutely uncompetitive at the IT labor market.
– There is no direct relationship between the specific study program and specific ICT role. Some
study programs form excellent background for
any of the defined ITC roles, others are not
useful for any of the defined roles.
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Number of Students in school
year 2005/6
1610
1601
1027
749
852
5839

Number of Enrolled in school
year 2005/6
378
202
339
216
376
1511

Number of Graduates in school year
2005/6
483
196
175
68
351
1273

– Graduate bachelors in the Czech Republic do
not have in majority of cases (at about 85%)
appropriate knowledge profile to enter business
as qualified employees (especially in Business
Process Analyst/Designer, Developer/IS Architect, IS/ICT development and operation manager) without additional training. They are too
“expensive” in terms of further education in
companies. Bachelor programs are nowadays in
fact formulated not as standalone, but rather as
prerequisites of the Master studies. Related
conclusions we have found in South Africa conditions (Scott at al, 2002).
– Situation is better for graduates of Master studies where "only" at about 40% is not competitive
and not able to enter the IT market without extensive training.
– It is time to start restructuring of higher education
system especially in ICT education in the Czech
Republic. It must be realized by opening of new
study programs in ICT, which have to offer multi-,
trans- and interdisciplinary presentation of knowledge.
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10. SEFBIS Board’s Decisions

SEFBIS Board’s Approved and Performed Decisions in 2008
Decision No. 33/2008.

Decision No. 37/2008.

It is important to strengthen the effective cooperation between the professionals being active in the
different fields of the society. The SEFBIS Board
takes every possible effort to get the academicians
closer to the real space of IT professionalism.

Hosting the 40th IFIP TC 8 Information Systems
Technical Committee annual meeting in Budapest
on 31 October-1 November 2009. Beginning the
preparation work.
Responsible: Mária RAFFAI,
SEFBIS Board members

Responsible: Gábor HOMONNAY
Decision No. 38/2008.

Decision No. 34/2008.
The SEFBIS Board and the Editors of SEFBIS
Journal make efforts to win more IT professionals
and academicians over supporting the publications,
and to obtain sponsors for publishing the Journal.
Responsible: Péter DOBAY
Decision No. 35/2008.
After some years of the Higher Educational Reform
and introducing the two-level system, the members
of SEFBIS take the responsibility of maintaining all
the educational recourses: curriculum, books, lecture
notes, sharing the knowledge, experience and energy of professors, teachers, technicians, and help
the parties on both sides to co-operate and gain
benefit from the cooperation.
Responsible: Mária RAFFAI, András GÁBOR
Decision No. 36/2008.
Strengthen the relation between the academicians
and business in order to plan curriculums that the
society needs and satisfy the user requirements
laying claim IT professionals.
Responsible: Gábor HOMONNAY
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Active participation in organizing International Conferences (IDIMT, SM) to take easier widely known
the scientific and development results of the Hungarian professionals.
Responsible: Mária RAFFAI, Péter DOBAY
Decision No. 39/2008.
Special attention to the supporting the young scientists and doctorates in publishing their scientific
results in different forms (conferences, scholarships, awarding, publishing in professional Journals). Organizing “Conference for Young Scientists”
and with awarding the best ones.
Responsible: Mária RAFFAI
Decision No. 40/2008.
Applying to WG 8.9 and IFIP for hosting the 3rd
CONFENIS Conference in Győr. Beginning the
preparation and organization work. Co-organizers:
John von Neumann Computer Society, Széchenyi
István University, SEFBIS Professional Community
specialized in Business Information Science and
the County Community of John von Neumann CS.
Responsible: Mária RAFFAI, Péter DOBAY
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